INTRODUCTION
This appendix describes the public involvement process used in the Forest Plan revision for the
Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grassland. Key events are
included that occurred during public involvement scoping. The compilation of actions and
results from those events are also included. Direction for scoping is found in 40 CFR Part
1501.7. More specific "public participation" direction is found in 36 CFR 219.6 planning
regulations.

STEP 1-INITIAL

SCOPING

The original Forest Plan was finalized in May, 1984. The 1984 Plan was appealed by the
Colorado Mountain Club. In July 1987, the Chief remanded to the ARNF-PNG portions of the
1984 Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for further financial and economic
analysis of the timber program. In May 1989, the Regional Forester with the concurrence of the
Forest Supervisor entered into an agreement with the Colorado Mountain Club to suspend action
on the remand and to initiate a revision of the Plan in 1990.

In May and June, 1990, the Forest sponsored planning forums. The purpose was to discuss land
and resource management issues from the viewpoint of interested people; to identify current
management direction aspects that might need change; and to identify and describe any new land
or resource issues that should be addressed in the Revised Plan. The forums were held in Fort
Collins, Greeley, Boulder, Idaho Springs, and Granby and were attended by 100 individuals
representing many diverse interests.
In July, 1990, the Forest published a 20-page newsletter that provided information about Forest
and Grassland resources, uses, and management. The public was asked to tell the Forest
Supervisor their views about Forest and Grassland management and the future of these public
lands. Nearly 10,000copies of the newsletter were printed and distributed.
A Notice of Intent (NOI) to revise the I984 Forest Plan was published in the Federal Register in
July, 1990. In this NOI, the public was asked to comment on the scope of the analysis associated
with the Revision.

During October, 1990, the Forest and Grassland held nine open houses with 160 people
participating. These were casual, drop-in events to provide people with information about the
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Plan revision effort and to encourage them to comment about forest management activities.

In September, 1990, the Forest contacted 60 local government officials, state officials, and
federal officials requestlng wntten comments to assist with the revision scoping effort. In
addition, the Forest met wlth Federal and State agencies having natural resource/environmental
responsibilities. Wntten comments and concems dmussed at the meetmgs were considered with
other comments in the scoping process Partlcipatlng agencies were.
Bureau of Land Management, USDI
Rocky Mountam National Park, USDI
U S Environmental Protectlon Agency
Fish and Wildlife Service, USDI
Colorado Department of Natural Resources
Colorado Division of Parks
Colorado Division of Water Resources
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Colorado Natural Areas Program
Colorado State Forest Service

In October, 1990, the Forest established a scientific working group comprised of scientists from
Colorado State Umversity, the University of Colorado, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Natlonal Ecology Research Center, and the Rocky Mountam Forest and Range Experiment
Stahon There were ten scientlsts in the group representing a cross sectlon of academc
disciplines As part of the scoping effort, th~sgroup helped to identify issues and concems the
Forest should address during the revision
Between July, 1990 and December, 1990, the Forest spoke to a variety of special interest groups
at their request. The mam objective was to explain the revision process and how groups can
become involved. These meehngs were a part of an ongoing effort to establish positive workmg
relationships with users and interest groups Participating groups were:
Colorado Mountam Club
Sierra Club
Colorado Cattlemen's Association
Timber Purchasershdustry Representatives
Larimer County 4-Wheel Dnve Club
Northem Colorado Water Conservancy Distnct and Mumcipal Users
Colorado OHV Coalition
Crow Valley Grazing Association
Pawnee Grazing Association
Clear Creek Wmng Associahon
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STEP %ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
The Forest received 600 responses during the comment penod. The initlal comment period
ended November 15, 1990, however, it was extended to December 31, 1990 due to contmuing
response from the public Responses came from nearly 500 individuals, 30 organizations, 30
businesses, 21 govemment officials, and 11 intemal meetings.
There were approximately 170 respondents from Boulder County, and 200 from Clear Creek,
Grand, Jackson, and Gilpin Counties Denver metro and Fort CollinslLoveland each had over 70
respondents. Weld County had 17. The remainder of the respondents were from other parts of
Colorado, Wyormng, and other states
Comments from the rural areas centered on economc and social concems with the majonty of
respondents being employees of tunber-dependent industries. Comments from the Front Range
varied but the man emphasis was on envuonmental and ecological issues. Comments from
organizations related to specific areas of concem and covered a broad range
Each letter was read and analyzed, as were all comments received from meetings and other
response forms Over 3,400 comments were gathered These comments were then screened by
the Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) to identify comments that could and should be addressed in the
Forest Plan Revision.
A scoping document, Plann” Achon No. 1, Identificatlon of Purpose and Need, was prepared
in March, 1991 that summanzed all aspects of the scoping and identificatlon process T h s
document contans information regarding scoping received through 1990. All letters received
after 1990 are mantamed in the Planning Records along with the initial letters received dunng
scoping

STEP 3-CONTINUED PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Forest officials met with individuals and groups throughout the process to provide informatlon
and explanatlons of the Revision Newsletters and other revision-related informatlon has been
sent to over 3,500 individuals, organizatlons, and agencies and were used to keep the public
informed and involved in the Revision process

DEVELOPMENT OF ISSUES AND TOPICS
The IDT developed issues from public and intemal comments, the Five Year Evaluatlon Report,
and the remand analysis A single issue may have been developed from many simlar comments.
Some issues were developed based on a single comment The IDT reviewed the issues to
determine their significance or the degree of change to the programs related to the issue, the
intensity of feelings about the issue, and the potential effect on other resources if management
direction were to change. Topics were composed of single issues or several closely related
issues
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ACTION
DETERMINATION
FOR TOPICS
IDENTIFIED DURING
SCOPING
A variety of actlons were taken in response to the topics identlfied dunng scoping. Comments
were grouped into topics based upon the substance of the underlying issue Thls grouping led to
more efficient consolidation of comments into topics. The possible actlons and the critena to
d e t e m e what action to take with these comments are shown below Appropriate actlon was
detemned by IDT review of issues withm each topic.

Revision Topics: These were topics where new data, new knowledge, new laws or changed
public concems required a fresh look at how the Forest Plan was working.
Amendment Topics. These were relatlvely mnor changes that could be completed before the
revision The one topic included in t h s category was the Forest Landownershp Adjustment Plan
completed in 1992
Implementation Topics: These were areas where there was no evidence that the existmg Forest
Plan was not worlang. Usually, it was because the Forest Plan had not been fully implemented,
or that funclmg was not available Wlldemess management was a topic where exishng dnectlon
is adequate and concems were a result of directlon not being fully implemented.
Legislative Topics: These were topics where legislative action was needed to answer the issue
or concern. The main concem here was related to changes to the 1872 Mining Act, grazing fees,
and recreation user fees.
Research Topics: These were topics where no decision could be made at this time because of
lack of knowledge. In some cases, the research needs were included m the revision for referral
and actlon by the Forest Service research community Other items were referred to the Rocky
Mountam Forest and Range Experiment Statlon.
Topics for Other Governmental Entities: These were topics where the Forest Service does not
have junsdiction, such as reintroductlon of extirpated species
Topics Outside the Scope of Forest Planning: These may be topics withn the scope of the
Forest Service but beyond the ability of Forest Plan to deal with such as umber harvesting in the
Northwest or greater emphasis on recycling of wood products
No Action Topics: These were comments which were merely observations or statements
requiring no action such as the "I like to camp in ZZZ campground "

IDENTIFICATION OF REVISION TOPICS
The Forest identified in Plannmg Actlon No. 1. Identlficatlon of Purpose and Need the areas of
the Plan whch need changing and descnbed how the revision topics were chosen The areas
needing change were dmded between major and minor items based on the amount of change
needed and the effect those changes mght have on Forest programs
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Major topics are the focus of the Forest Plan Revision. This category includes topics for whch
resource con&tions, technical knowledge, or public perceptlon of resource management have
created a possible need for change in the 1984 Plan These topics generally would be significant
changes to the Plan and involve choices in management directlon where there is no public
consensus on the best course of action. Major topics form the basis for plan alternatives
A number of items were idenafied that do not meet the above cntena for revision topics In
general, these items represent minor adjustments to management direcaon and there is general
consensus on the needed adjustr". These minor topics could be handled through many simple
changes to the Plan but were most efficiently addressed during Forest Plan Revision.
There have been modifications to the list of topics presented in Planning AcQon 1. Following is
the list of revision topics as descnbed in Chapter One of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS). These topics have become the pnmary focus of the Forest Plan Revision
effort.
Biological Diversity (biodiversity) including old growth, fire management, fisheries
management, riparian area management, threatened and endangered species management, and
wildlife-related items;
Natlonal Forest and Residential I n t e m x areas;
Oil and Gas Leasing;
Recreatlon-related topics, including recreation settings, scemc resources and Wild and Scemc
Rivers,
Roadless Areas;
Timber Management, including suitable lands, Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ), silvicultural
practxes, firewood opportunitles, and below-cost sales;
Travel Management including public access and road standards; and
Water Yield Management and instream flows.
The minor adjustments that were made dunng the revision cover the following topics:
Fire Suppression;
Information, Education and Interpretation;
Land Uses,
Range Management;
Recreation Management including skiing;
Research Natural Area recommendations;
Soil Productmty;
Water Quality Standards and Monitonng; and
Infrastructure

Public Involvement and Response to Comments

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Public mvolvement actlvities, dunng the last 18 months, held in conjunction with the Forest Plan
Revision featured five methods of reachmg the public. These methods included conduchng open
houses and field trips for the public, writing personal letters, producing newsletters, havmg
one-to-one personal meetings, and putting together medla programs
The approach to all interested public groups has been one of listening and respondmg with an
honest answer of what has happened in the past, how the vanous altematlves may address
planlung actlons in the future, and focusing on the concems of the people rather than using public
involvement as a forum for voting Every group and inhvidual has an important view of how
they see thmgs, but no one idea solves all problems

OPENHOUSES AND ~

L TRlpS
D

Dunng March and April of 1994, eight open houses were held in and around the Forest and
Grassland giving people an opportuluty to comment on altemative ways of managing the Forest
and Grassland. Over 350 people attended and commented on the altemahves, the roadless area
inventory, and wild and scenic rivers inventory Feedback from the open houses included 170
personal letters, 100 comment sheets, and two petitlons with over 400 signatures on each
Durmg the summer and early fall of 1994, the Forest Service invited interested individuals to join
any of six day tnps to the discuss Forest Plan revision topics These trips provided the
opportunity for the public to talk with one another and Forest Service employees about revision
topics whle viewing the resources m questlon. Over 100 people took part in the tnps and
conversations addressed tlmber cuthng, National Forest and residenhal i n t e m x , recreatlon,
biodiversity, water facilihes, and endangered species.
Dunng the open houses and field tnps, partxipants had the opportunity to have their names and
addresses added to maling lists for future mailings and to receive more informatlon about the
planning process

INDIVIDUAL
MEETINGS
On occasion, individuals met with Forest Service officials at their office, at a Ranger Distnct
Office, or Supervisor's Office to address a group's or indwidual's concems. A summary of the
meeting is taken with key points being provided to those staff, hstncts, and IDT members who
have a worlung interest in the meeting

NEWSLETTERS
Dunng the past 18 months, three newsletters have been published (giving a total of six since the
planning process first began more than four years ago) These newsletters have been used to
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keep vanous individuals and groups apprised of the latest informahon and the status of the
planning process
The newsletters have discussed specific issues, such as oil and gas leasing, wild and scenic
rivers, management area direction, and altematives The newsletter was also used to respond to
questions or concerns addressed at the meetings or those posed by letter wnters, and as a forum
to announce meetings, and report on previous meetings, open houses, and field tnps

LETTERS
There were people who would not or could not attend publidprivate meetings and who did not
request a meeting, but still had specific concerns they wanted addressed Sometimes they called,
but more often they choose to write about subjects such as travel management, roadless areas,
and biodiversity. Responses to letters were prepared by staff, districts, and/or IDT members who
had a workmg interest in the subjects.

MEDIA VISITS

Realizing that not everyone could attend a meehng, request a meetmg, or wnte with questions
and concerns, television talk shows were used to reach others. A talk show in early 1995 gave
the Forest Supervisor a 60-rmnute opportumty to discuss the Plan in detal and answer questions.
Additional meetings with newspaper reporters were used to explan the planning process and
procedures. These contacts were used to lay the groundwork for when the draft Revzsed PZan and
DEIS become avalable for public comment.

DRAFTREVISED
FORESTPLANAND DRAFTENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTSTATEMENT
The draft Revised Forest Plan and draft Environmental Impact Statement were mailed to the
public in December 1995 and January 1996 The Federal Register Nohce of Availability was
published in March 1996 and the comment penod closed in June 1996 allowing nearly six
months for people to review and comment on the documents.
During that six month penod, Forest and Grassland staff members conducted open houses, gave
bnefings, met with interested groups, and pmcipated in other activities to inform people about
the draft Plan and DEIS. Seven different open houses were held at vanous locations around the
Forests and Grassland. The open houses provided an opportunity for people to come and ask
questions, get informatlon about the organization and content of the planning documents, l s c u s s
issues with Forest and Grassland staff members, view electronic and paper maps, and leave
comments Forest Leadership Team members visited county commissioners, State and Federal
agency representatives, Federal Congressional &des, and others to conduct briefings about the
planning documents. A few meetings were held with groups to answer their specific questions
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about the draft PZan and DEIS. The Forest Supervisor participated in a televised hscussion
about the draft Revised Forest Plan in January 1996

COMMENT
ANALYSIS
As a result of the public comment process, the Forest and Grassland received approxlmately
1,500 letters with approxlmately 5,000 comments. The comment analysis process started in June
1996 The Council on Envlronmental Quality (CEQ) regulatlons requlre that all substantlve
comments be "assessed and considered" for preparatlon of the final documents There are five
possible achons in response to public comments. These are:
1 Modify altematives, includmg the proposed achon.

2 Develop and evaluate altematlve not previously given senous consideratlon by the agency.
3 Supplement, improve or modify the analyses.

4 Make factual correctlons.

5 Explam why the comments do not warrant further agency response, citlng the sources,
authonhes, or reasons which support the agency's position and , if appropnate, inhcating
those circumstances which would agency reapprrusal or further response (40 CFR
1403 4(a))
Each letter was read and the comments identlfied. The comments were grouped by the five
categones listed above, the revision topic, and the subject matter or resource area Sirmlar
comments were combined for prepanng responses. Responses vaned dependmg on what the
commenter requested.
There were many comments requestmg that Altematlve B be modified (category 1) There were
few comments recommending changes to any of the other altematlves The modificatlons people
recommended involved changing the management area allocatlons, changing management
direction, improving the clarity of management hrectlon, and changmg land suitabihty
allocations Much of the work was focused in this area between draft and final Forest Plan and
EIS
There was a comment recommending that additlonal altematives be considered (category 2) The
Forest Leadershp Team felt the current range of altematives addressed the concem rased in the
comments so no additional alternatives were added for the FEIS. Additlonal rahonale is
contamed in the Response to Comments section.
There were many requests to supplement, improve or modify the analysis presented in the draft
documents (category 3) In some cases, additional analysis work was completed to respond and,
in other cases, it was not However, our ratlonale is provided in the response to comments and in
our planning records.
Factual correctlons were made and incorporated into the final documents
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Many comments were often personal opinions or expressions of preference and fit into the fifth
category. These were either mcorporated into the overall final review of the alternatives or we
explaned our ratlonale for not makmg a further response For example, many commenters
expressed preference for pmcular altematlves or urged the decision maker to select that
particular alternative Our final review included reviewing the merits of each alternative to see if
another altematlve should be preferred or selected. District teams were also asked to review the
management area allocations for Alternative B and deterrmne whether components from other
alternatives should be incorporated.

COMMENT
RESPONSE
Forest and Grassland ID teams completed several major tasks to respond to comments. The
suggestions to modify Altemative B were many. Management area allocations, travel
management strategy, and land suitability were three areas that received a lot of vaned comments
on a variety of topics People's requests were sometimes general. For example, there were many
comments requestlng adhtlonal wlldemess or no more wilderness without identlfymg what
pmcular areas should be changed. Other requests were specific aslung that specific areas be
changed For example, many people requested that the James Peak area be designated as
wildemess whle others specifically requested that it be allocated to a management area that
would contlnue current uses and allow motonzed use.
District ID teams were asked to review general comments about roadless areas, wildemess,
research natural areas, land suitability, travel management, and others and update the altematives
allocations. They also reviewed any specific comments pertaining to the lands they admimster.
As a result of these efforts, the travel management strategy, the altematlve management area
allocations, suitable lands, and other maps were updated and clarified.
The draft Revised Forest Plan also received many comments, both general and specific People
generally commented that additional clarity was needed and that activihes should be planned
based on realistlc budgets Many specific comments were also received, pmcularly about
standards and guidelines The specific comments were reviewed individually and when the
changes fit with the overall intent or helped to improve the clanty they were made. In other
cases, changes that did not improve the clanty, that did not provide clanty, or did not provide the
desired flexibility were not made. A major effort was undertaken to improve the clarity of forest
wide direction by identifying pnorities and specifically identifying objectives tled to three
potentlal budget levels. T h s is a major area of improvement over the draft Revised PZan The
monitonng and evaluatlon chapter was also updated.
The analysis in the EIS was also reviewed and updated in many areas to respond to comments
and queshons. Each topic was updated based on the updated goals and objectlves. Additlonally,
many topics were extensively updated to address comments we received. For example, the
biological diversity topic was updated to address comments on old growth, wildlife, vegetatlon,
and others Other topics extensively reworked include:
aquatic and nparian resources to address comments on water yield and other water issues,
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timber, fire and biological diversity to address comments on forest health, timber suitability,
and others,
inventoried roadless areas to address comments on biological dwersity, wildemess
recommendatlons, and updated road and trail information;
travel management to address comments about the controversy over road and trail use; and
others
Finally, the specific responses to comments were completed and follow this sechon of Appenchx
A The response sectlon is organized by topics. Then the comment or group of comments IS
descnbed. Finally our response is descnbed After reviewing and analyzlng the comments we
received and completing the work descnbed above, the responses were finalized. The responses
descnbe the processes, informatlon, or ratlonale we used to address the comment. Sometlmes
the responses will direct the reader to other parts of the documentation where the comment was
addressed more fully
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE
DRAFT REVISEDFOREST PLAN AND DEIS

-

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY GENERAL
Comment: Application of "ecosystem management" is not clearly demonstrated.
Response This requires more than a single statement, paragraph or page to explam because of
the complexity and broad scope of this subject A detaled review of the entire
Forest PZun and Appendices is necessary to completely understand the intended
application at hfferent scales throughout the Forests and Grassland The basis for
applying ecosystem management is probably best introduced in the Forest PZun,
Chapter One (Forestwide Direction), Sections One and Two
Comment: Wildlife and biodiversity are important aspects of the ecosystem which should
be given high priority for protection and restoration in the Forest Plun.
Response: Wildlife and biodiversity have prionty emphases, that are assured by the following
specific Forest PZun direction along with other more general &echon Forestwide
goals 1-8 and objechves 1-12 for Biodwersity, Ecosystem Health and Sustamability
(Forest PZun, Chapter One, Section One, Management Emphasis Goals &
Objectives), operahonal goals, standards and guidelines 28-130, 166 and 183 (Forest
PZun, Chapter One, Sectlon Two); and Geographc Areas and Management Areas
that emphasize wildlife habitat and biodiversity (Forest Plan, Chapters Two and
Three). The proposed action (Altemahve B) ranks high in addressing the needs of
many important wildlife habitat and biodwersity components (FEIS, Chapter Three,
Terrestnal Habitat-Broad Scale Overview and Fine Scale Overview)
Comment: Protect special habitats (old growth, riparian, shortgrass, etc).
Response. Special habitats will be managed so that their important functlons will be mantamed
or improved See the precedmg comment response concerning wildlife and
biodiversity having high prionty for protection and restoraoon in the Forest PZun.
Comment: Many people felt the Forest Service should use conservation biology concepts as
its guiding management. Conservation biology promotes allowing native
ecosystems to recover and develop without much human interference. The
natural processes are the dominating forces; human uses are allowed where
they are compatible. Other commenters felt that the Forest should continue to
approach management from a multiple-use, sustained yield view.
Response: Altemative H is based almost entirely on conservahon biology concepts Other
altematives incorporate conservaoon biology concepts to varying degrees.
Conservahon biology concepts were used where appropnate in Altematwe B
(selected altemative). Altematlve B incorporates many types of uses It address the
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key resource issues of recreatlon, interrmx, scemc areas, Research Natural Areas, etc
while contlnuing to manage some areas for forest products.

Comment: Colorado Division of Wildlie (CDW) is willing to assist in the monitoring and
evaluation for biodiversity.
Response Thls offer by CDW is gratefully accepted. Such assistance by a partner agency is
recogmzed as essentlal for successful implementatlon of the Forest Plan, especially
in momtonng wildlife populatlon trends.
Comment: What is the basis for landscape linkages and corridors?
Response Connectedness of ecosystems was part of the biodwersity issue, a major revision
topic To address h s , the status of connectefldwonnected ecosystems and potentlal
effects were considered Forested and open comdors were identlfied as important
connectors that could be affected by management actlvitles Examples of species
needs are given in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for forested
comdors with many forest dwelling wildlife, and open corridors with wildlife
requinng openness. The sigmficance is that forested comdors are extensive,
generally well linked across forested ecosystems, and can be substantially reduced in
amount yet still provide important forested travel comdors that are generally well in
excess of the mnimum 100 meter width (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat,
Mountams, Broad Scale Overview)
As indxated in guideline ##40(Forest Plan, Chapter One, Sectlon 2), the basic intent
is to " . facilitate multidirectlonal movement between important habitats " Whde
landscape linkages are apparent for certam terrestnal wildlife species it can also
apply to plants, and in aquatlc ecosystems to associated anunal and plant life

Comment: Define basis for determining impacts of motorized use.
Response. Impacts of motonzed use on terrestnal wildhfe are presented for Forests and
Grassland (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestrial Habitat, Broad Scale Overview) and the
descriptlon of the analysis process is presented in Appendix B to the FEIS.
Comment: Alternative analysis needs to quantify differences in fine scale elements, not
simply rank alternatives.
Response Rankmg of altematives in the viability assessment for ARNF-PNG (FEIS, Chapter
Three, Fine Scale Overview) is based on quantified environmental consequences that
are presented elsewhere in Chapter Three Pertinent tables with quantlfied data are
referenced along with the altematlve ranlangs
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-

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY OLD GROWTH
Comment: Maintain a maximum amount of old growth forests.
Response: In relation to existing amounts of old growth, the proposed action (Altematlve B)
maintans amounts in decade 1 and increases beyond decade 1. Increases are
maximzed in ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir (where old growth is presently less
than 1 percent of the total acres in these conifer types), and in spruce-fir. Lodgepole
pine old growth is slightly increased over time (Table 3.60, FEIS, Chapter Three)
Only Altemative E would produce more, producing another 1 percent of lodgepole
pine old growth by decade 5 (Table 3.62).
Comment: Maintain forest connection between old growth areas and analyze how cutting
individual units of old growth will affect forest fragmentation.
Response: Management directlon will assure adequate forest connections as demonstrated at the
end of the following Environmental Consequences sections of Vegetation Structure,
Forested Corridors and Interior Forests (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat,
Mountam, Broad Scale Overview).
Using current Forest data with GIs mapping to approximate the existing situation
and incorporating Forestwide direction to maintain or improve contmuty, it was
possible to predict that potenbal adverse effects of forest fragmentatlon are unlikely
at the Forest scale. Further analysis and evaluatlon for proper cutting unit design
will occur at the more localized landscape and project levels once areas of cutting
umts are identified

Comment: Recommend special consideration be given to wildlife species dependent on old
growth.
Response Old growth forests are considered fine scale components that require specific
attentlon (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat, Mountains, Fine Scale
Overview) This is because old growth can be quickly reduced to early forest
successional states, but once lost are meplaceable for long penods of &me In
adhtion, the low amount of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth is probably
below RNV (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestrial Habitat, Mountains, Broad Scale
Overview, Old Growth Forests) Accordmgly, Forestwide drectlon emphasizes
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth management for retention of existing
amounts and increased amounts in the future. The more abundant spruce-fir and
lodgepole pme old growth will also be managed to mantain bstnbution, funchon
and amount. As a result, wildlife species that are oriented to old growth habitat wlll
benefit It should also be noted that there are no wildlife species that are known to
be dependent on old growth However old growth provides optimal, productlve
habitat conditlon that many species are strongly associated with.
Comment: Why "less stringent" requirements for old growth than in the Forest Service
Regional descriptions?
Response. Regional old growth descnptlons were avalable for use in 1992 (Mehl) but most
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inventories in the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests (ARNF)were conducted
between 1990 and 1992. Critena for ARNF's inventory were developed based on
local data; regional workshops in 1990 on spruce-fir, lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir and
ponderosa pine old growth involving Forest Service partmpants from the Regional
Office, Forests, Distncts and Rocky Mountain Research Statlon, and are considered
consistent with subsequent Regional descriptions in obtaning results (Lowry 1992)

In the second paragraph of the Regional descnptlons (Mehl 1992) it states "These
old-growth descnptlons are not precise defimtlons. There is a certain amount of
subjectlvity in defining old growth. Old growth is conceptual and &fficult to define
precisely." W h l e for spruce-fir, Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine the size and/or
number of large live trees is more ngorous m Regional descriptlons, the size and/or
number of large snags and fallen trees is more rigorous in ARNF's definition. Since
mortality tree sizes/numbers generally lag live tree sizeshmbers (i.e., in a stand
with 14 inch snags and fallen trees, more and larger live trees are typically present),
simlar assessments of the same site are expected with either set of cntena. A
Commenter also noted that Regional canopy closure cntena are hlgher than ARNF's,
but this is mcorrect. The Regional 50 and 35 percent plus attnbutes are neither
"must" or "quality" critena for these conifer types. However 20 percent plus
overhead canopy closure is a prerequisite for old growth with A R " s inventories

Comment: What is the basis for the estimate that old growth will be adequate for species
viability?
Response. No species are known to be dependent on old growth and the proposed achon will
increase old growth amounts, especrdy in conifer types where old growth is most
limited In addition, ecosystem funcuons that include old growth forest will be
maintamed or improved (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat, Mountam, Fine
Scale Overview) Also reference Biological Diversity - General and Biological
Diversity - Old Growth and the Viability Assessment sectlon of t h ~ document
s
Comment: There should be a quality definition or description of old growth to delineate
the highest quality stands.
Response T h s was done as descnbed in the ARNF's old growth forest inventory procedure
(Lowry 1992)

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY - RESEARCH NATURAL AREAS and SPECIAL
INTEREST AREAS
Comment: Some commenters felt that specific Research Natural Areas (RNA) should be
adjusted in acreage. Another commenter felt that the DEZS was incorrect in
stating that designating an area as a RNA did not impact Recreation.
Response All the proposed Research Natural Areas were reevaluated by District and ARNFAppendu A
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PNG resource teams after reviewing the public comments. Adjustments were made
when compatible w i t h the cntena of a RNA RNAs are few in number, occur in
semiprimtive nonmotonzed and primtive areas bttle use occurs at present and ths
is not expected to change.
Comment: Many commenters supported the decision the For& made in the amount of
RNAs to be designated. Some wanted additional RNAs including more low
elevation RNAs.
Response We believe the proposed RNAs are reasonable at this time. See Appendix G of the
Forest Plan for a narrative of our selection and size criteria as well as more detail on
the process used on the ARNF-PNG
Comment: Some commenters oppose designating RNAs or question the Forest's authority
to designate them.
Response The Code of Federal Regulatlons 219 25 directs the Forest Service to provide for
RNAs during forest planning. Refer to superior level agency emphasis memos.
(Robertson 4060-3 memo, 7/19/93; Estill &Burns 4060-3 memo, 11/1/93, Thomas
4063 memo, 5/25/94; Estdl4060-3 memo, 11/29/94)
Comment: Commenters felt that RNA designation is more restrictive than wilderness,
particularly towards uses such as OutfitterlGUides and grazing.
Response: It is true that current Forest Service manual directlon for RNAs could be more
restrictive to recreational uses whch degrade the values of a particular RNA.
However, these restrictlons could not occur without full review and disclosure under
NEPA
Comment: Some people felt that management plans are needed for proposed RNA's prior
to their final designation.
Response. Further management planning could be needed for individual RNAs. Ifths is found
to be the case, the process of developing such a plan would be done under another
NEPA process and the public would have opportumty for contnbuting to such a plan
(Zwight 1920 letter to Middlekauff, 5/22/96.)
Comment: Some commenters felt that we should not allow snowmobiling in RNAs and
SIAs.
Response: Snowmobiling is not allowed in most RNAs. The only RNA on our Forest that
allows snowmobiling is the Bowen Gulch RNA The Bowen Gulch RNA allows
snowmobiling in order to reflect Congressional intent for that area Snowmobding is
allowed in most Special Interest Areas, but could be restncted if the use was
degrading the values for whch the SIA was established If snowmobiling becomes
an issue m a SIA, it will be handled through the NEPA process
Comment: Some Colorado Natural Heritage Program conservation (CNHP) sites were
recommended to be Special Interest Areas. Some commenters felt that all
CNHP conservations sites should be designated as Special Interest Areas.
Appendax A
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Response: All sites identified by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program were evaluated as
canddates for Research Natural Areas or Special Interest Areas. Those sites that
were appropnate were incorporated Others were not included because theu
charactensacs &d not warrant RNA or SIA designanon
Comment: We question the need for any morefnew research areas. And, if needed, they
should be a maximum size of 300 acres. (Comment was specific to Pawnee
National Grasslands.)
Response Most of the ecosystem types found 111 the Rocky Mountain Region, mcludng those
on the Nahonal Grasslands, are poorly represented in RNAs 300 acres is often
inadequate for protechng the ecological integrity of RNAs. RNAs larger than 300
acres usually do a better job of mamtahng ecological processes, protecting
biodversity, and represenhng natural vanability
Comment: With decreasing budgets how can you afford to manage the RNAs?
Response Reduced Forest Service budgets mean less expenditure for programs across the
Forest We will always prioritize our workload to meet congressional intent while
mmmally impachng people, services, and resources.

-

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY THREATENED, ENDANGERED, SENSITIVE OR RARE
SPECIES
Comment: Some commenters felt that the monitoring and evaluation of threatened,
endangered, and sensitive (TES) species is not adequate. Other commenters felt
that better provisions are needed for the protection of TES species.
Response Directlon in the Forest Plan (Chapter Four) has been reviewed and modfied to
assure adequate monitonng and evaluahon of TES and other species. Appendix G
(FEISAppendzces, Section G-1) now has an Analysis of Management Indcator
Species which hscusses monitonng.
The Forest Plan is designed to adequately protect TES species and is eshmated to
insure viability (FEIS, Chapter 3, Terrestnal Habitat, Mountains and Plans, Fine
Scale Overviews and FEISAppendzces H and I.) The U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service
concurs with this detemnahon Managing for the needs of TES species is an
emphasis goal in the Forest Plan.
Comment: Recommend implementing the Endangered Species Act and National Forest
Management Act by including multi-species recovery plans and habitat
conservation plans. Recommend a rare species recovery program.
Response Developing recovery plans and conservation plans is not a requirement of forest
planning Recovery plans are developed for species listed as threatened or
endangered by the U S Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) While the Forest
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Service may contribute to the development of recoveq plans, the USFWS is the
responsible agency.

In some cases conservatlon strategies are developed for TES species. These agam
are usually developed through interagency’s efforts and cover larger geographc areas
than an individual Natlonal Forest. If such strateges are m place, the Forest can
incorporate the appropriate information into the Forest Plun during amendment or
revision, but such strategies are not requlred as a product of forest plan revision.
Occasionally conservatlon agreements are developed between agencies to give
general guidance on what each agency will do within it’s authonhes to promote the
conservation of a species. Again, thls is not a requirement of forest plan revision.
A biological assessment and biological evaluation (FEZS, Appendxes H and I) were
developed to address all of the threatened, endangered, and sensitive species on the
Forest or that could be effected by management of the Forest. The USFWS has
concurred with the deterrmnatlon for listed species and the measures needed to
protect them Habitats for sensitive species are either not effected by achons
addressed in the Revision or standards and guidehnes were developed to protect
habitats where appropriate
If in the future, new recovery plans, designations of critical habitat, conservation
strategies, or conservation agreements are developed, the Revzsed Forest PZun will
be reviewed to detemne if it is consistent with new documents
Evaluation of, and protection for TES species has been provided There is no
requirement that forest plan revisions must produce conservation strategies for each
of the individual species present on a Forest.
Comment: Forest direction exceeds agency authority for protection of threatened,
endangered, and sensitive species.
Response The Forest Service is mandated to protect or enhance threatened, endangered, and
sensitlve (TES) species under a vanety of laws, regulations and pohcies. Some of
these are the Endangered Species Act, the National Forest Management Act and
Forest Service policy All of the Revised Forest Plun goals, objectives, standards
and guidelines fall within these laws, regulations and policies

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY - VEGETATION
Comment: How does Alternative B impact forest structures in the long term?
Response Estlmated structural stage changes in major conifer types due to amber harvest, fire,
fuel treatments and forest growth over five decades are presented in Table 3.60
(FEIS, Chapter Three Terrestrial Habitat, Mountains, Broad Scale Ovewiew).
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Comment: How has the Front Range forest health assessment been factored into the Phn?
Response: The Front Range forest health assessment and the analysis and direchon found in the
Plan are based on similar concepts such as dsturbance regimes, forest health
parameters in fire ecosystems and vegetabon structure As an example, these
concepts were used to formulate the goals and desired conhbons found in the
geograpbc area descriptions. Also as an example, the Wildland Flre Management
Assessment completed for the Forest includes an analysis of high flammabihty fuels
profiles and high values at nsk simlar to analysis completed m the Front Range
forest health assessment (FEIS, Chapter 3, Flre, Current Condihons on ARNF,
Charactenzing Future Fire Events)
Comment: Change the defmition of a forest opening; make it a standard, instead of a
guideline.
Response: The applicatlon of this g u i d e h e (Forest PZan, #71) follows Regional Forest Service
policy The defiruhon of a forest opening is clear and allows management flexibility
on the ground to make case by case d e t e m a h o n s of when an operung is an
opening.

-

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY WILDLIFE
Comment: The usefulness of forested corridors that are only 100 meters wide and 20 acres
in size is questioned and modification of the definition is suggested.
Response. As demonstrated and dmussed (FEZ& Chapter Three, Terrestrial Habitat,
Mountam, Broad Scale Overview, Forested Comdors) current amounts of forested
comdors are estimated to be above RNV, and as such could be substanhally reduced
wble sbll providing important forested travel corridors that are generally well in
excess of mimmum width and size limts. The exishng situabon is generally a well
connected forest matnx with abundant, redundant forested travel opportumbes that
will remain as a forested matrix (rather than narrow stringers of forested comdors)
and conhnue to funcbon well. The use of the word "corridor" is possibly msleading
given the existing and foreseeable situabon on the ARNF for providmg more of a
forested matnx with many travel opportunihes for wildlife than what is connoted by
"comdor " Comdors were expressed by the public as issues and, accordingly, were
dealt with in like temnology
Comment: Change management area prescriptions or other decision maps for wildlife core
areas to minimize human impacts on wildlife habitat/populations.
Response The ARNF-PNG is an urban national forest As such, we stnve for a balance, to
protect cntical wildlife habitat and sbll provide for a large number of Forest users
The preferred altemative, Altemative B, provides for protection of wildlife habitats,
increasing some, mantaning others Goal #39 restores habitat to mnimze adverse
affects of human-caused fragmentation Many standards are wntten to mnimze
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human disturbance (e.g., Standard #50). Many other wddlife goals, standards and
guidelines are included in the Plan whch minimize human impacts (see # 92-109)

Comment: Habitat effectiveness estimates in the DEZS are apparently incorrect for the
Pawnee National Grassland.
Response: Several errors in the Grassland, Habitat Effectiveness sectlon of the DEIS have been
corrected in the FEIS, including the rmsstatement that equated “41 percent” to “onethird.” Also, travelway densitles of 6.7 and 5.0 mles per square m l e (DEZS)for
non-National Forest Lands and combined lands, respectwely, were in error and
instead are 1.8 and 1.6 mles per square m l e (FEIS).
While the overall habitat effectlveness estlmate of 60 percent in the FEIS is slightly
hgher than the 59 percent estimate in the DEIS, this is due to updated travelway
inventory data and is considered reliable based on the best avalable informatlon

Comment: Protect and enhance existing bighorn sheep habitat and populations.
Response: The following specific direction assures, along with more general lrectlon,
mamtenance and improvement of bighorn sheep habitat: Forest wide operational
goals, standards and guidelines 40,62,92-94,96-98 and 102 (Forest PZun, Chapter
One, Section Two); and Geographc Areas and Management Areas that emphasize
wildlife habitat (Forest PZun, Chapters Two and Three)
Comment: Develop habitat for ruffed grouse in preparation to introduce the species into
the area.
Response Ruffed grouse are not known to occur in most of Colorado, including the ARNFPNG They are described as “Casual in northwestem Colorado” (Andrews and
Righter 1992). If introduced, ruffed grouse would possibly survive or thnve in
certain forested ecosystems. The proposed achon would increase aspen and,
therefore, likely improve potential ruffed grouse habitat.
Comment: Wildlife corridors and/or migration routes should be maintained including land
acquisition where possible.
Response The Revised Forest PZun provides for wildlife comdors and mgration routes in all
altematlves. Several Management Prescnptlons, 1.41, 1.42, 3.55 (RevisedForest
Plan, Chapter 3) and others inlrectly maintam or increase comdors and migration
routes. Goals, Standards, and Guidelines provide additional dnection for
mamtenance of wildlife comdors, (Forest PZun, Chapter 1 )
Comment: Change standard and guides to enhance habitat for primary cavity excavators
(woodpeckers). Increasddouble retention density of snags to enhance wildlife
habitat.
Response. While minimum requirements for retention of snags are assured with Forest wide
operational standard 56 (Forest Plan, Chapter One, Section Two), higher levels of
both retained snags and live trees for hgher levels of future snags will be provided as
needed depending on the local situatlon. Aside from localized situations that are
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presently devoid or at low levels of useful trees for woodpeckers, most forested areas
have abundant supplies. Overall amounts are expected to increase as the amount of
late successional forest increases over hme.

Comment: What is the status of species dependent on early successional stages?
Response T h s is dlscussed in Envlronmental Consequences - Vegetahon Structure sechon
(FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat, Mountam, Broad Scale Overview)
Effects to management indxator species are dscussed in FEIS Appendzz G (Section
G-1).
Comment: What are the impactdimplications of limited vegetation management?
Response This is demonstrated and compared by altemahve in several dlfferent ways includmg
estimated changes in structural stages, habitats, fuel profiles, mseddlsease
potenhals, rangelands, umber productlon and other resource aspects. Understandmg
dnect cause and effect mky be hffcult because, for example considenng
management of forest vegetatlon, Altemahve H has the least timber harvest and
thnning but has the hghest level of prescnbed fire. Whereas, Altemahve E has the
second lowest timber harvest/tbinning acres but has the lowest combined acres of
timber harvest, thinning and prescribed fire. A review of Chapter Three of the FEIS
is necessary to understand the impacts and implications of limited vegetahon
management withm either the Forests or Grassland.
Comment: Ski area boundaries should be identified as "disturbed wildlife habitat."
Response: Disturbed habitat is indicated withm ski areas in the vicinity of roads and trals that
receive at least moderate levels of motonzed or nonmotonzed use. Obviously for slu
areas, human influence occurs d u n g most hmes throughout the year due to
sherslsnowboarders dunng winter and due to sla h l l mruntenance during most other
seasons
Comment: Maintain the current percent of forested corridors, level of effective habitat of
75%.

Response The ARNF-PNG is an urban nahonal forest As such we strive for a balance, to
protect wildlife habitat at an acceptable level and shll provide for a very large
number of Forest users Altematwe B provides for adequate protection of forested
comdors, reducing levels by approximately 2% over the next decade. Effective
habitat, currently at 68% will actually increase to about 72% in the first decade We
mnirmzed human impacts where we felt it was necessary. We also provided for
human use of the forest environment

Comment: Some commenters felt there is a need to establish standards and guidelines to
protect prairie dog habitat and populations.
Response Forest Plan Goal 105 sets a management goal for a minimum of 12 prame dog
towns on 200 acres and a maximum of 30 towns on 1000 acres. We do not have
direchon to increase or decrease prrune dog populations Other standards and
guidelines indrectly provide protectlon to prame dogs
Appendo; A
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Comment: Protect bighorn sheep populations, keep bighorn sheep separate from domestic
sheep.
Response Refer to the response to the comment concerning protechng and enhancing existing
bighom sheep habitat and populations in this section. While domestic sheep are not
presently pernutted in the Forest, any such proposal would be handled in a manner to
assure that bighom sheep would not be adversely affected.
Comment: The Forest needs population viability information to make informed decision.
Describe how the viability will be maintained. There are no quantitative
assessments of viable populations to conclude insignificance.
Response: Viability considerahons and assurances are presented in the Fine Scale Overview
sections for Forests and Grassland (FEIS, Chapter Three - Terrestrial Habitat). Also
refer to the response to the comment ,“Insure that all regionally sensihve species
will be protected. ..” in this sechon.
Comment: Identify Management Indicator Species (MIS) and include in Forest Plun.
Response We had not identified MIS in the draft PZan. T h s has been rectified in the final
Revised Forest Plan We have identified Management Indxator Communitm for
the Forests and Grassland that are included in the Forest Plan (Chapter 1, Section 2)
Each of these communihes has manaeement indicator snecies identified for it.
Discussion and analysis of these indicator species is found 111 Appenhx G of the
FEIS.
Y

I

Comment: Use accipiter research to refine standards and guidelines for nesting hawks.
Response. The Forest Service used current published research data and personal contact with
researchers from the Rocky Mountan Stahon and the Colorado Division of Wildlife
to develop the goals, standards, and guidelines. The standards that pertam to
accipiters (hawks) are adequate The Forest Service continues to use research
informahon to make project decisions
Comment: Determine the presence of lynx populations and the impact of the Forest Plan
on lynx populations.
Response In cooperation with Colorado Division of Wildlife the Forest Service is constantly
searching for indicators of the presence of lynx and other species that may exist
Impacts and effects to habitat and viabllity of lynx are eshmated and discussed at the
end of the Fine Scale Overview (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat,
Mountams).
Comment: Determine impact of logging on pine marten.
Response Several important habitats and components to the marten are analyzed, includmg old
growth forests, late successional forests, forested comdors, habitat effectiveness and
intenor forests in both the Broad and Fine Scale Overview sechons (FEIS, Chapter
Three, Terrestrial Habitat, Mountams). In addmon, marten are specifically discussed
m the Biological Evaluatlon (BE) of Sensihve Species (FEIS,Appendix H).
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Comment: Insure that all regionally sensitive species w i l l be protected. Revised Plan
appears to violate NFMA by failing to protect species viability for sensitive
species. How will grazing be managed to protect TES?
Response: Similarly, as stated for marten in the response to the previous comment, important
habitats and components are analyzed for many sensitive species in the FEIS and
each is lscussed in the Biological Evaluahon (FEIS, Appendix H).Direcbon that
assures viability of sensitive and other rare species is referenced at the end of the
Viability Assessment for Forests and Grassland (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestrial
Habitat). Also reference the response to the comment “Need population viability
information to make informed decision. .” in t h ~ ssechon In addition, all sensihve
species were evaluated as potential Management Indicator Species. By focusing on
those species wtuch are indcators, all other species wlll also be protected.
Individual projects are required to have Bes (see Goal ##46in the Forest Plan)
Comment: The Plan does not adequately explain how it will protect populations of birds on
the Forest. Allow natural forest succession to proceed for bird habitat.
Response: Habitat features that are important to bxds and other terrestrial m a l life are
discussed, with habitat effects estmated and direction that assures adequate habitat
referenced throughout the sechon ‘Biological Elements of the Environment’ (FEIS,
Chapter Three, Terrestrial Habitat). Forest succession will continue to proceed
largely without human influence across most of the ARNF.
Comment: The DEZS fails to adequately account for future management, impacts, and
mitigation measures of non-system travelways.
Response: In both the DEIS and FEIS the effects of non-system travelways were estimated for
wildlife and other resources. In order to estimate effects, it was necessary to prehct
future management and develop mtigahon measures
Comment: There does not appear to be a thorough analysis in the DEZS of impacts to
wildlife resulting from recreation.
Response: Human influence and disturbance to wildlife habitat were analyzed in the DEIS and
FEIS for Forests and Grassland (FEIS, Chapter Three, Terrestnal Habitat, Habitat
Effectiveness) Recreation is the major human lnfluence and it occurs along roads
and trals. T h s analysis was a major effort in the planning effort and reflects the
primary recreational impacts to wildlife Refer to Descnption of the Analysis
Process (FEIS, Appendix B) for methodology in assessing habitat effectiveness
Comment: There is no discussion in the DEZS of the impacts due to snowmobiling on
wildlife or other resources.
Response: T h s is now included in the FEIS Refer to Chapter 3, Terrestnal Habitat and
Wildlife, the discussion on lynx and wolvenne; Chapter 3, Aquatic and h p a n a n
Resources, the dscussion on Effects of Recreahon on Aquahc and Riparian
Resources, and Chapter 3, Air, the discussion on Effects on Au from
DevelopedMotonzed Recreation.
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Comment: Adopting road density standards is recommended.
Response: For reasons given in Descnphon of the Analysis Process (FEIS, Appendix B),
habitat effectweness is considered more meanmgful than road densities alone
Habitat effectweness incorporates the same basic resource information (travelway
rmles) that are used for densities. Forest Plan direction for increasing or restnctlng
travelways necessarily involves more than density thresholds, densihes which may
not be possible because of existmg legal access, county and state roads that are
beyond Forest Service control, for example. The need for travelway direction that
would be more realistic and effectwe than snnple road densihes, was identified
dunng implementahon of the 1984 Forest Plan and dunng issue identification for
revision of that PZan.

INTERMIX
Comment: Landowners in intermix should assume responsibility for fire prevention and
noxious weed control.
Response: We feel landowners, OUT neighbors, should assume responsibility for their actions
We also feel that agencies that direct or control private property planning, decisions
and actions should take fire prevention and noxious weed control into considerauon
We are reviewing our fire response strategy and tactics in the urban interface Thls
strategy does not preclude f s t response to wildland fires, the Forest Service will
conhnue to respond. We will be continue to work with the public as well as state,
county, and city agencies c o n c e m g fire prevenhon and noxious weed control.
Comment: What are the effects of the Revised Forest PZan on private property? How will
private landowners be compensated for negative effects?
Response Our land management allocations and standards & guidelines do not affect pnvate
property hrectly No compensation is needed or planned since there are no direct
effects. We believe in and support private property rights Any project w h c h could
directly or inarectly affect pnvate property rights will be analyzed in a separate
NEPA document, whch the public will have an opportumty to comment on.
Comment: Interpretation of the definition of intermix is a problem.
Response- Intemx is often used to define or delineate lands considered to be in the
wildlandurban interface areas in respect to fire management. The delineahon of the
Residenhd-Forest Intemx Management Areas (MA 7 1) do not use the same
cnteria, therefore, it would appear that the Revised Forest Plan does not fully
consider all of the areas withn the wildlandhrban interface areas. T h s is not the
case The wildlandurban interface areas are contamed in several of the Management
Area allocations and the Wildland Fire Management Assessment analysis completed
for the Forest took these lands into consideratlon.
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Comment: Complete control of wildland fwe should be the only approach.
Response Direct control of wildland fires in the wildlandhrban interface areas is the
appropnate management response. Wildland fire management strategies have been
established for the entire Forest to direct the appropnate management response for
unplanned ignitlons that escape imtlal suppression actlon. (FEIS, Chapter 3, F r , Fm
Management, Managing Unplanned Ignitions)

INVENTORIED ROADLESS AREAS
Comment: Inventoried roadless areas and wilderness areas continued to be an area of
major controversy between draft and final Plan. Commenters questioned
whether the roadless area inventory was conducted according to requirements.
One particular area of concern was the use of "outside sights and sounds" as a
criteria affecting the capability of an area to be recommendedfor wilderness.
There were also requests for a reevaluation of all roadless areas and roadless
areas adjacent to current wilderness areas.
Response The Forest Interdisciphnary (ID) team was careful to follow natlonal and regional
requirements in conducting the roadless area inventory for the Draft and Final
Several activitles took place between Draft and Fmal. The roadless a e a mventory
was updated using the most recent information on roads, trails and other activities
and condihons. Each distnct reviewed comments received on the Draft about
specific roadless areas and comments h e c t e d to roadless areas and wilderness
recommendatlons in general. These comments included requests to consider changes
to provide adhtlonal areas and increase the amount of wilderness recommendahons
or backcountry nonmotonzed areas. They also included requests to consider
reducing the amount of roadless areas recommended for wildemess or backcountry
nonmotonzed areas to allow more actlve management. After reviewing the
comments and considering these queshons, they decided whether to make any
changes to the management area allocatlons (The next comment and response
section discusses management area changes made between draft and final.) FEIS,
Appendix C descnbes the process used and provides addmonal informahon on
inventoned roadless areas. Planning records contam the specific detah and results
of the roadless area inventory.
The use of "outside sights and sounds" was removed as a reason for an area to be
considered "capable" or "not capable" of being wildemess All roadless areas that
were considered "not capable" in the Draft due to presence of "outside sights and
sounds" went through the capabihty analysis part of the process agam. The purpose
of these steps is to insure that inventoried roadless areas would be managed in a way
that best fits the resource charactenstics and best contnbutes to the overall pnontles
for the Forests and Grassland.
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Comment: Some people recommended that all roadless areas be recommended for
wilderness. Others were looking for specific areas to be recommended as a new
wilderness area or to be added to an existing area. Examples of areas that were
mentioned included: Comanche Peaks, North Lone Pine, Mount Evans, Kelly
Creek and others. There were also comments that additional ponderosa pine
areas needed to be included in areas recommended for wilderness. Other
commenters said there is already too much wilderness and that there should be
no further wilderness recommendations. These people wanted to keep options
open for uses prohibited in wilderness.
Response. Two major changes resulted from the review and update of the inventory and the
comments to increase or decrease the amount of area recommended for wildemess.
The roadless area inventory for the Draft included 336,05 1 acres while the inventory
for the Final has 330,230 acres, a decrease of 5,821 acres. The change was due
mostly to having additional road and trail informahon available for the Final
Altemative B recommended 28,306 acres for Wilderness designation in the Draft
and recommended 8,551 acres in the Final.
The decrease in areas Recommended for Wilderness is due to changing the West
White Pine area and areas adjacent to the Comanche Peak Wildemess on the EstesPoudre distnct from MA 1.2 Recommended for Wildemess to MA 3.5 Forested
Flora and Fauna and other management areas This was important to provide
opportunities for managing and improving wildlife habitat and treating an area with
potenhal heavy fuels problems bordered by pnvate and other ownershp There were
a few other m n o r changes. The need for different plant community types incluhng
ponderosa pine and other low elevauon types were evaluated but no additional areas
were recommended for wildemess Districts felt that it was important to mamtam
some options for more active management in many of these areas. This is part of the
reason why the areas on the Estes-Poudre Distnct were not included in the final
recommendations for wildemess
Companson of Areas Recommendec for Wlldemess for Altemative B
between Draft and Final
Area Name
Cache la Poudre
Comanche Peak
h & a n Peaks
White Pine
Mount Evans

1,336
14,799
2,993

5,141
2,993

9,178
28,306

8,551

Making these changes was important to address the need to mantan or improve
wildlife habitat and address fire and fuels concerns. The charactenshcs and resource
capabiliaes of these areas lend themselves to a more active management approach
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than a less active role. Many people would have preferred these areas remain
recommended for wildemess but there is httle consensus on thls issue and the
changes are in the best long-term interest of meeting the resource needs for these
areas

Comment: Some commenters felt that James Peak needed to be designated as a wilderness
area. Other commenters felt that the proposed designation as MA 3.1-Special
Interest Area was an acceptable emphasis for the area. Another group of
commenters recommended other management areas such as MA 1.3Backcountry Recreation, MA 3.3-Backcountry Motorized or any Management
Area that would allow jeep travel, mountain bike use or other uses.
Response The staff from the three dstncts that adrmmster the James Peak area reviewed all the
comments. The capability analysis was also updated between Draft and Final The
James Peak area was judged to be capable of providmg wildemess but most of the
area was kept in MA 3.1 Special Interest Area. An area in the southem part of the
James Peak area was changed from MA 3.1 to MA 3 5 Forested Flora and Fauna to
provide more emphasis on managing habitat for bighom sheep on the Clear Creek
Ranger District
Two of the reasons for not changing the management area or recommending the area
for wildemess are that many human-made structures are contamed within the area
and the views and noises from features outside the area like the Moffat Tunnel and
Highway 40 do not contnbute to a feeling of being 111 a wildemess The Arapaho
Roosevelt National Forest also already has many hgh elevation wildemess areas.
However, the James Peak area is a unique and special area and the Special Interest
Area management area prescripaon recogmzes these special characteristm.
Standards and guidelines in the Special Interest Area designauon for James Peak
provide measures to protect the unique charactenstlcs of the area and allows for
specified uses. T h s designatlon provides a balance between continuing the existmg
uses of the James Peak area and protechng it from over-use. The Special Interest
Area designation also mantans the roadless conhaon of the area and would not
preclude future wildemess designatlon (See also FEIS Appendix C)

Comment: Do not allow motorized use in roadless areas.
Response The decision to allow motonzed use for areas on the Forest and Grassland, including
roadless areas, was done as part of the management area allocation process. The
process of management area allocation was done by ID teams at each district These
teams looked at resource charactenshcs and the theme of each alternative and
detemned what management area prescnptlon would fit best Resource
charactenstics these teams considered included whether the area was roadless or not,
how much and what type of old growth was in the area, how the area was being used,
and many others These teams then developed a travel management strategy that fit
well with the management area prescnptlon, resource charactenstics, and the theme
of the altemative Each altematlve ended up with a bfferent amount of motonzed
use in roadless areas based on ths process (FEIS, Roadless Areas section)
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Alternative H allowed almost no motorized use in roadless areas except when it
mght be needed for restoration work. Altematives A, C and I allowed motonzed
use in many or most of the roadless areas. The ID team looked at a wide variety of
options for this issue because of the amount of controversy and level of concem
The alternative selected for implementation will detemne how much motorized use
is allowed Overall, the goal is to have a m x of motorized and nonmotorized
recreation opportunibes so there is likely to be some motonzed use in some roadless
areas and no motonzed use in others.
See also the comment response conceming roadless areas under old RARE II
chrection in the Travel Management secbon of the document

OIL AND GAS LEASING and MINERALS
Locatable Minerals:
Comment: Some commenters asked about the status and schedule of mineral withdrawals.
Other commenters felt that the Forest Service should use withdrawals to
protect historic and tourist values of small mountain communities. Some
commenters felt that areas such as the Eldora Valley, all RNAs, all SIAs,
Winnegar Gulch Road Area, Management Area 1.41 (Core Areas) and
Management Area 1.42 (Core Area Restoration) should be withdrawn.
Response Mineral withdrawal is a term generally used in reference to federal land that is
unavailable for the mning of hard rock locatable minerals. Lands open to mmng
operabons under the General Mining Law of 1872 include all areas of the Forest
except those formally withdrawn from mmeral entry by Congress or the Secretary of
the Interior. Leasable mnerals are subject to exploration and development under
leases, p e m t s , or licenses granted by the Secretary of the Intenor, with Forest
Service consent. Leasable mnerals can be withdrawn by law or regulabon, or areas
may not be leased by Forest Service management direcbon, such as decisions in t h s
Revised Forest PZun. Because mmeral leasing is a dmrehonary decision by the
Forest Service, withdrawal from leasing is seldom recommended.
The objecuves and pohcy for withdrawals are discussed in the Forest Service
Manual, Special Uses Management-Withdrawals, FSM 2761.02-.03 The objecbves
include protecting United States improvements and other unique values. The ARNFPNG considers withdrawals for areas with a history of mineral findmgs and where
the management drection is not compatible with use under the minmg laws Table
3.27 of the FEIS shows acres potentially withdrawn from mineral entry by
alternauve. FEIS, Appendx F outlines the decisions made concerning leasing, the
leasing and development process, and the specific stipulations that will be provided
to proposed leases
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Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest Service should restrict mining activities
on the Forest. Some commenters felt that the Forest Service should withdraw
all National Forest locatable mineral lands to prevent mining claims from
becoming building sites. Some commenters felt that mineral exploration is
desirable and there should be no withdrawals.
Response: The objectives of Forest Service mnerals management are provided in FSM 2802,
and hscussed in the FEIS, Chapter 3, Mmerals and Geology section. The General
" n g Law of 1872 provides direction covenng hard rock rmnerals on lands
reserved from the public doman for National Forest purposes Except as otherwise
provided, all valuable rmneral deposits, and the lands in whch they are found, are
free and open to exploratlon, occupation, and purchase under regulatlons prescnbed
by law Withdrawals remove lands from locatable mneral entry.
Altematlve B provides a balance between protection of areas where m e r a l
development could have unacceptable impacts, and ensures mineral development
will be accomplished in an envronmentally sound manner. The ARNF-PNG
considers withdrawals for areas with a hstory of mineral findings and in which the
management hrection is not compatible with use under the mmng law
Whlle claims may be developed to recover the mineral resource, the Forest Service
has the nght to exarmne the clam for validity, and to contest the clam if appropnate
Clams cannot be used for activities other than mning unless they are patented
(become pnvate land).

Leasable Minerals:
Comment: Some people felt that all lands within Research Natural Areas and Special
Interest Areas should be withdrawn from mineral entry.
Response: RNAs and SIAs may be protected from locatable mineral entry by withdrawal That
decision can be made for each RNA and SJA. Management Areas 2 2 (RNAs) and
3 1 (SIAs) direchon states that these areas will be withdrawn from mneral entry
when necessary to protect the values for which the area was established or created
Withdrawal from leasing is not normally required as authonzing or not authonzing
leasing is a discretionary decision by the Forest Service Existlng laws and
regulatlons also provide substantlal opportunitles to accommodate both surface
resources and the recovery of leasable mnerals In additlon to not being leased,
these areas could be leased for oil and gas recovery but with the No Surface
Occupancy stlpulatlon (NSO) NSO means no surface development may occur on
the parcel. No dnlling, road or pipeline construction, or production actlvitles is
allowed on part or all of the lease. Directlonal dnlling from a well locatlon on lands
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adjacent to the RNA or SIA must be used to access the oil and gas deposit. On the
Pawnee Nahonal Grassland, the three RNAs may be leased for oil and gas
development with the NSO stipulation.

Comment: The FEIS cannot make the "e" decision to authorize the BLM to lease parcels.
This decision and analysis must be made when parcels are proposed for leasing.
Response The decision process is descnbed in the FEIS, Appendix F. The "d" and "e"
decisions refer to direction provided in 36 CFR 228.102(d) and (e). A "d" decision
identifies lands adrmnistratively available for leasing and an "e" decision is a leasing
decision for specific lands authorizing the BLM to offer lands for lease 102(d)
provides dlrechon for the Forest Service to notify the Bureau of Land Management
as to the areas or Forests and Grassland-wide leasing decisions that have been made,
based on analysis such as that completed in this FEIS. These lands are
admimstratively available for the industry to exarmne and propose leases for
specified parcels. 102(e) provides that when specific adnunistratively available
lands have been proposed for lease, the Forest Service will review the area or Forests
and Grassland-wide leasing decision and authonze the BLM to offer the specific
parcels for lease after venfymg that the leasing of those lands has been adequately
addressed in a NEPA document (for example, t h ~ FEIS
s
and ROD), and is consistent
with the Forest PZuan, ensuring that the condihons of surface occupancy idenhfied in
the leasing analysis are properly included as stipulahons in resulting leases, and
determming that operahons and development could be allowed somewhere on each
proposed lease, except where stipulations will prohibit all surface occupancy (the
No Surface Occupancy stipulation is used)
If it IS determined during the above verification that NEPA has not been adequately
addressed, or that significant new informahon or crcumstances requlre addtlonal
envlronmental analysis, that analysis will be done before a leasing decision for the
specific lands will be made. At that time, the decision may be made not to authorize
leasing of those parcels, or additional stipulations may be required to protect surface
resources.

Washmgton Office Intenm Direchon 2820-93-1 directs that both the " d and "e"
decisions be made in the same document and Record of Decision to mmimze delays
in the leasing process and to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the leasing
analysis When a specific parcel is proposed, the Forest Service must venfy that the
"e" decision made in the ROD is still valid If it is not, the appropriate
environmental analysis must be completed, and the decision will be subject to
appeal.

Comment: Some commenters felt that all alternatives have too much area available for
leasing on the Pawnee National Grassland. A sufficient range of alternatives
(including no leasing) was not analyzed.
Response Additional information has been provided in FEIS, Chapter 3, Minerals and
Geology, Summary of Projected Surface Disturbance Effects from Oil and Gas
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Activities. A companson by altematlve of acres avdable for leasing and
stlpulatlons on the Pawnee National Grassland is provided in the FEIS, Chapter 3,
Table 3.36. Each altemative exammed different leasing optlons. The no actlon
altematlve was not possible due to the 58,133 acres of pnvate mneral estates under
the Grassland surface. The development of private m e r a l s is a deeded right, and
surface use can not be prohibited by the Forest Service. If no federal rmnerals were
leased on the Grassland, development of the pnvate estate could, and would, occur
Altematlve H does not authonze leasing on the Natlonal Forest

Comment: Some commenters felt that the impact of oil and gas development was not
sufficiently analyzed for its impact on wildlife, habitat effectiveness, scenery, or
visual quality.
Response The effects analysis and ducussion for these resources is provided in the FEIS,
Chapter 3, in the Minerals and Geology, Terresmal Habitat and Wildlife, Scenic
Resources, and other sectlons The acres of surface dlsturbed and other effects from
dnlling, production, mining, and other actlvihes was used in the analysis of
Forest-wide effects of resource management.
Comment: Extend the timing limitation for Northern Goshawks on the Redfeather District.
Response The limtatlon was discussed with the Districts and modlfied to No Surface
Occupancy within 200 meters of active nests (Forest PZun, Appendix D, No
Surface Occupancy Sectlon)
Comment: Geophysical prospecting should have the same restrictions as development.
Response: Geophysical prospectlng will have the same mtigatlons as development for all
tlming limitatlons and some controlled surface use stlpulatlons However, since
geophysical prospecting may be possible on slopes steeper than 60% or areas with
h g h erosion potential with no sigmficant impacts, proposals wlll be analyzed on a
case by case basis.
Most geophysical prospecting procedures are a low impact actlvity As a result, they
may not be prohbited in No Surface Occupancy areas An example of such an
actlvity is vibroseis prospecting (explaned 111 the FEIS, Chapter 3, Minerals and
GeoIogy) that leaves almost no evidence of activity on surface resources. Also,
geophysical prospecting may be needed to acquire data on geologic formations
where directional dnlling due to the No Surface Occupancy stlpulatlon is required to
protect surface resources The geophysical data can be analyzed to detemne the
probability of the occurrence of oil and gas formatlons and the economc viability of
development Such informahon is needed as hectlonal drilling is much more costly
than normal vemcal operations

Comment: Reduce impacts of development and exploration roads on the Pawnee National
Grassland.
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Response. When exploratory wells are proposed on the Grassland, existing roads and two-track
routes will be used as much as possible to access the well location. If the well is
successful and field development ts proposed, permanent routes will be planned to
nunimize resource impacts, and may not include the routes used for the exploratory
wells. A mitigation to reduce the effects of roads is to require co-located production
facilities for several wells, where technically feasible. When these routes are no
longer needed for the oil and gas activity, and are not needed by the Forest Service
for resource management, they are reclaimed by the industry to Forest Service
specifications

Comment: Use native species in reclamation.
Response Native species are used as the final desired vegetation. However, as some natives
establish very slowly, cover crops of other species that are sterile or will last only
one or two growing seasons may be used to provide cover and nunimize erosion
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Pawnee National Grassland should be preserved
for its diversity. Other commenters felt that the Forest Service should reduce
or eliminate leasing.
Response. The objectives of Forest Service minerals management are provided in FSM 2802,
and discussed in the Minerals and Geology section of the FEIS, Chapter 3. l n e r a l
exploration and recovery is a valid use of the National Forests and Grasslands, as
provided by law, regulation, and policy Alternative B provides a balance between
protection of areas where mneral development could have unacceptable impacts and
ensures mineral development will be accomplished in an environmentally sound
manner
Comment: Slow down the rate of extraction to insure energy resources for future
generations.
Response An analysis of the mineral production needed by this and future generations is
beyond the scope of th~sFEIS
Comment: Some commenters felt that funds from oil and gas leasing are not a major
economic factor.
Response. The FEIS, Chapter 3, Social and Econonuc Elements section agrees with your
statement However, Weld County does depend on these funds and is affected when
the amount decreases, pnmarily due to lower grazing fees and falling oil and gas
production
Comment: Add standards for uranium leasing on the Pawnee National Grassland.
Response The standards have not been added. If uranium leasing is proposed by industry, the
effects of possible development and needed stipulations and mitigations to protect
surface and subsurface resources will be addressed in the appropriate NEPA
documentation, probably an EIS The processes used for development have changed
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significantly since leases were proposed and examined on the Grassland in the mid
1980s, and standards and shpulations for these activities are beyond the scope of t h ~ s
FEIS and Forest Plan.
Comment: Oil and gas stipulations should be consistent with those of other Forests and
Grasslands.
Response

T h s has been done Refer to the Forest PZan, Appenchx D, for further explanabons
The Routt Nahonal Forest and adjacent BLM Distncts were consulted.

Mineral Materials:
Comment: Add standards for mineral material permitting.
Response The Forest Service has complete dmretion regardmg permits for mineral matenals
such as gravel, with the possible exception of pnvate mmeral nghts specifying these
minerals on the Grassland The procedures are dscussed in FSM 2850 and
regulations at 36 CFR 228, Subpart C, and standards were not added in the Forest
P2un for pemtbng

RECREATION
Comment: Some commenters felt that developed recreation areas and facilities should be
l i i t e d to high use impact areas that can be managed to standards. Others
doubt that the Forest Service will receive sufficient funding to be able to bring
existing developed areas and facilities to standard. Some commenters felt that
existing facilities should be brought u p to standard before spending moneys for
new recreation areas and facilities. Some commenters felt that user fees
collected at developed recreation areas should be reinvested for the
management and general improvement of existing areas and facilities.
Response The Forests and Grassland continues to recognize the importance of providmg
developed recreahon opportunitles for the public The Forest has, however, been
faced with nsing costs for matenals and supplies to mantain developed recreation
areas and sites to proper health and safety standards. Coupled with inflahon is the
dilemma of budget cuts and personnel downsizing Given thls scenano, the Forest
has made it a prionty to invest lirmted developed recreabon dollars to bnnging
existing areas and faciliaes to standard; reducing user congesbon and conflicts at
certain areas, and mmmzing any additional resource impacts at these existing areas
and sites New developed recreabon opportunities are a lower pnonty and will only
be constructed when budgets allow
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Congress has gmen the Forest Service the authority to charge user fees for some
areas. Most of the money from these fees will return to the site or program where it
is collected. The objective is to increase the money available for managing the
recreabou use in that area. The Forest Service is also parbcipabng in publdpnvate
partnershlps that help manage and mantain faciliues and will be looking for new
opportunibes.
Comment: Comment on recreation use tended to fall into two groups. One group
expressed concern that increased use would result in additional resource
impacts and user conflicts. They recommended more limits and restrictions or
other methods to prevent or minimize environmental impacts o r protect public
safety. A second group was looking for additional opportunities either through
expanding or improving existing facilities or by developing new facilities. New
facilities could include items like: trailhead structures, campgrounds, dispersed
camping areas, trails and others. Following are some of the specific suggestions
made by commenters:
Establish satellite parking lots with shuttle buses to move people in and
out of congested areas.
Increase law enforcement activities in both heavily used areas and where
user conflicts occur.
Limit the type of recreation, number of users by area, and location.
Expand existing campgrounds to redistribute use.
Do not add or expand campgrounds or vehicle parking.
Establish recreation use capacity limits and make them standards.
Prohibit campsites in backcountry, municipal watersheds, and high
country areas.
Designate areas that a r e suitable for dispersed camping.
Identify areas of conflict with wildlife and protect these areas.
Restrict party sizes.
Do not restrict party sizes.
Add trailheads to facilitate public use and provide sufficient space for
parking and camping.
Add or open trails for activities like cross country skiing, snowmobiling,
horseback riding and others. (See also travel management.)
Do not add loop trails.
Note: road and trail management and ski areas are part of the recreation
program but they are discussed i n the Travel Management and Recreation-Ski
Areas sections of this document.
Response The list of comments on recreation indicate the &fferent views people have about
recreabon use and how it should be managed Although the Forest Plan and FEIS
do not idenbfy specific sites, the issues of congestion, overuse and increasing
recreation use trends were d x u s s e d as programmabc problems This informahon
was updated between draft and final.
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Each altemative has a strategy for addressing these needs at a program level across
the Forests and Grassland as a whole that was displayed in the FEIS. Addressmg the
problems for specific areas comes in the next step of Plan implementation. The
Forest Plan has management directlon that provides for increasing hfferent types of
opportunities and placing additlonal restrictlons or h u t s to current use, when and
where appropnate (Forest Plan, Chapters 2 and 3) However, the purpose of the
Plan is not to make decisions about specific areas but to set programmatlc duectlon
that provides for adhtional opportunitles and protects the envlronment Plan
implementatlon is when the decisions will be made on whch specific sites rmght be
upgraded or where certan uses might be restncted to avoid damage or pubhc safety
problems The Forest Plan contans the management directlon to a d in makmg
those decisions but the actual decisions will be based on specific areas and their
characteristics
Morutonng and evaluatlon activities related to developed recreatlon use and user
impacts will provide informatlon to identify the hghest pnorihes so correctlve
management can take place or necessary restnctlons can be implemented We wlll
ask for public partxipation in identlficatlon of developed recreatlon area and site
problems, informatlon gathenng regarding these problems, and joint efforts in
resolving or eliminating problems.

Comment: Some recreation comments indicated that the analysis in the draft EIS was
insufficient or that more analysis was desired. For example, some commenters
wanted the Forest Plan to identify dispersed and developed recreation areas
and facilities that are experiencing user congestion andlor over use. Another
example is a request to verify and more fully discuss dispersed recreation use
trends on a Forest-wide basis, by Districts, and specific areas where possible.
Another suggestion was to establish desired conditions for forty years into the
future.
Response The rnformatlon presented in the DEIS and FEIS IS a compllatlon of more detaled
informatlon from each ranger district on the Forests and Grassland The dmussion
presented in the FElS allows meaningful compansons between altematlves at a
programmatic level so much of the detal was summanzed to provide a broader look
at recreation issues However, the recreatlon informatlon used to compile the
descnption in the FEIS is Iocated in the planning records T h s informatlon does
include use trends and work needs at a finer scale
The recreation and other goals in the Forest Plan (Chapter 1) are timeless and
establish desired conhtlons for the future These are not targeted at any partlcular
time period but they do set a direction for the ARNF-PNG to head The difficulty in
projecting the many factors that mght affect desired recreation condihons makes it
difficult to establish specific desired condihons For example, it is very difficult to
imagine what types of outdoor recreatlon equipment rmght be available in ten years
or forty years Trying to establish desired conditions antlcipatlng these types of
changes is very difficult, so broad hrectlon is developed that can be updated as
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needed. The monitoring and evaluatlon program will be an important component to
ensure that the Forests and Grassland can provide quality recreatlon opportmties for
the future and protect the environment.

-

RECREATION SKI AREAS
Comment: Some commenters felt that there should be no further expansion of existing ski
areas. Other commenters felt that we should expand existing ski areas and
develop new ones, or continue to permit operation a t Berthoud Pass. They felt
that operation of a ski area was a traditional use of this land and provided a
source of income into the local community.
Response A full range of altematlves was analyzed to consider s k ~
area allocation and
designatlon, see FEIS, Chapter 3, Existmg and Potentlal Sla Areas Management
area allocations carefully considered all resources and potential uses.
The FEIS, (Chapter 3, Existmg and Potential Sh Areas) allocates Berthoud Pass as a
developed ski area. This decision carefully considered all input, local resource
information and public recreatlon usage. Tlus decision was complex and &fficult
and had significant “pros and cons” wluch were weighed to make the final
allocation; including the comments noted

TIMBER
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should maintain or increase the amount
of timber available for harvest, the Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ). Other
commenters felt that the ASQ should be decreased.
Response. The DEIS considered a range of altematives, from a low of 900 thousand board feet
of timber harvested per year to a maximum of 16 8 million board feet per year. The
altematlves used an analysis based on acreage of tentatlvely suitable tlmber lands A
range from 3 percent to 52 percent of the tentatively suitable acres were evaluated as
suitable and avalable for harvest The effects of the different altematives can be
seen in the FEIS, Chapter 3, Timber Productlon Sectlon, Envnonmental
Consequences.
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should emphasize uneven aged, selective
logging practices.
Response Uneven-aged management is an appropnate silvicultural system for most forest types
(Revised Forest PZun, Chapter 1, Standard 61). Final determination of the
silvicultural system applied will be detemned by a cemfied silviculturist to meet
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the management objectives for the landscape or stand of trees being considered for
treatment. However, in the FORPLAN model, even-aged management was the
system used to simplify the model and because it will be the predominate system
used for the forest types the Forest is managing.

Comment: Some commenters question whether clearcutting is an acceptable silvicultural
tool.
Response Clearcuttlng is an appropnate silvicultural method of even-aged management in
certam forest types (see Revzsed Forest Plan, Chapter 1, Standard 61) and locatlons
We will use clearcutting when it is an optlmal method for specific situatlons. All of
the clearcuttmg that is planned is in the lodgepole pine type since it responds best to
this harvest method in areas that are prone to windthrow, infested with dwarf
mistletoe, and not suitable to a shelterwood harvest. See F E E , Chapter 3, Timber
Productlon Section, Effects Compared Among Altematlves, dmussion on
clearcuttlng lodgepole pine
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should not allow "below cost" timber
sales.
Response Forest managers are not required by law or policy to make a profit on tlmber sale
projects. However, it is policy to operate amber sale projects in the most cost
efficient manner prachcable to achieve the objectlves outlined by the Forest Plan
and to produce a program where long-term benefits exceed costs. A financial
efficiency analysis and, as needed, an economic efficiency analysis will be completed
for each timber sale project altematlve that is formulated and exammed in detal
dunng the envlronmental analysis The informatlon can be used to select the most
efficient altematlve that acheves the deslred objectlves and mproves the financial
positlon of the timber sale program The Forest PZan analysis does not review
individual hmber sale projects. However, the FORPLAN model does analyze the
present net value of the umber sale program in general for each of the altematlves.
This analysis is documented in the FEE, Appendx B, Descnptlon of the Analysis
Process
Comment: Some commenters felt that we should limit timber harvest to small areas, using
no new road construction.
Response Altematlve H evaluated limted harvest to small areas and proposed the closing of
past-used timber roads whch would result in a net reductlon III timber sale roads
The preferred Alternative B allows for a mimmal amount of new road construction,
approximately 5 miles per year for the first five decades to acheve the desired
Objectives See the FEIS, Chapter 3, Table 3.103 for a table companng road
constructlon and reconstruction for all alternatives
Comment: Some commenters stated that they are dependent upon the ARNF-PNG timber
program for a substantial percentage of their [timber] supply needs. They ask
that the Record of Decision be written with a firm commitment to fully fund
and supply the full ASQ.
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Response

The Forest can only affirm that it will pursue sufficient funding to produce the full
ASQ It is our desire to fund sale preparation activities to supply the ASQ. Two
budget levels were analyzed for each altemative. The first is based on funds
necessary to fully implement the Revised Forest PZun. The second is reduced, based
on the experienced level of funding the Forest has received to mplement the 1984
Forest PZun. Ultimately the level of funding received by the Arapaho and Roosevelt
Naaonal Forests and the Pawnee Nahonal Grassland will be determined by the level
of appropnations from Congress and how these funds are pnoritized and distributed
nahonally and regionally.

Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should use salvage logging of standing
timber to reduce fire hazards.
Response The Forest does use salvage logging as a tool to reduce fire hazards when it will meet
management objectives and it is practicable and feasible B g h fire hazard is
considered a hlgh prionty on the Arapaho and Roosevelt Nauonal Forests and the
use of salvage logging was considered in all alternatives to varying levels However,
the amount actually conducted will depend on implementation of the management
area &recoon and the Forest Plan standards and guidelines, particularly on areas
other than those idenafied as sutable and available for amber management.
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should provide alternHives to slash
burning to protect air quality.
Response Air quality is considered important in both the FEIS and Forest PZun. Altematives
for slash treatment will be considered on a project level basis. If burrung is
detemned to be the preferred method of treatment, project level analysis, mitigation
and monitoring will be conducted to assure compliance with the Clean Au Act.
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest needs to address visual impacts to Rocky
Mountain National Park when planning timber sales.
Response. Impacts to adjacent land owners including Rocky Mountam National Park are
considered at the project level analysis when p l m n g umber sales
Comment: Some commenters want to know how the Forest Plan is meeting future timber
demands.
Response The Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests plays a minor role in the overall
tmbershed supply (Rideout and Stone 1992) and, therefore, will not contribute
significantly to the future umber demands However, the mmntenance of a forest
products industry is vital to the accomplishment of the forest management activities
on the Forest, including management for forest health, wildlife habitat, and reduction
of hazardous fuels. It is important to provide a consistent and dependable supply of
forest products so that the industry can factor that into meeting thelr total need.
Comment: Some commenters want to know if timber harvest for fuels reduction in the
intermix increases the allowable cut?
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Response. Timber harvest may occasionally occur in the intermix management areas for fuels
reduction, wildlife habitat improvement, forest health or other reasons. Not all
intermix areas are avalable for timber harvest even for these reasons. No i n t e m x
area is currently available and, therefore, does not contnbute to the allowable cut.
Funds to harvest in the i n t e m x will most likely, but not always, come from sources
other than timber dollars. Estlmates of the volume harvested, in additlon to the
allowable sale quantity, to meet other vegetatlon management purposes has been
made for each of the altematives See FEIS, Chapter 3, Timber Secaon, Table 3 104
for estlmated quantltles.

Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest should provide more timber harvesting
opportunities for smaller local operators.
Response The Forest will continue to offer sales suitable for small operators. The Forest
continues to offer small sales, but it is a concem of this Forest and the Forest Service
in general that in order to put up small sales, we need to successfully sell and harvest
them. Another consideration in offering small sales is the need to treat an area as
efficiently as possible. This may equate to treatlng an area with one larger sale
instead of two or more smaller sales.
Comment: Some commenters felt that there should be an alternative that emphasizes forest
health.
Response All altematlves emphasize forest health at varying levels. No altemative is a single
resource altematlve therefore we do not have an altematlve specifically for forest
health. The lower montane (ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir) forest ecosystems have
been idenhfied as the most at nsk to severe, large-scale dsturbances. In ad&bon,
these are the same areas where there is potentlal conflict between human use and
hsturbance processes invoked pnmanly by fire, insects and hsease The preferred
altematlve will have the most positive effect on ecosystem health in these areas by
reducing or “ m z i n g the increase of mature or over-mature conditions whch are
susceptible to disturbance processes.
Comment: Standard 59 requiring restocking five years after final overstory in shelterwood
harvest violates the law as shown in the Long Draw case, Ayres et al. v. Espy.
Response In the Long Draw Case decision Judge Babcock held that the 1992 Umber sale
decision was illegal under NFMAs’five-year regeneration requirement because the
decision did not ensure that, for all shelterwood cuttings, a final removal or harvest
would take place so as to begin the running of the five-year restockmg requirement
Standard 59 merely reflects the terms of the regulatlon, 36 CFR 219.270 (3) Judge
Babcock did not stnke down the regulatlon, only its application on the Long Draw
timber sale Judge Babcock merely sought to prevent applicatlon of this regulation
in a manner that would “effectlvely defeat the five-year restockmg provision
altogether. by never malung the ‘final’ harvest cut ” (Ayers v Espy, 873, F
Supp.455,465 (D.Colo. 1994) One way in whch the regulation and tlus standard
can be applied to avoid Judge Babcock‘s concem it to make a findmg when the
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initial shelterwood cut is authonzed that it is expected to regenerate adequately
withm 5 years after final harvest. Of course, such a findmg would be tentahve due to'
the length of time between initial entry and final harvest and the finding should be
reviewed at each subsequent timber harvest entry.
Comment: Some commenters felt the we need to clarify and/or justify culmination of mean
annual increment (CMAI) ages in FORPLAN.
Response: The dwussion of CMAI is complete and can be found in the FEE, Appen&x B
Comment: The discussion of dwarf mistletoe in the DEIS, Chapter 3, pgs 265-268 is
negatively biased to justify treatment.
Response: The discussion on dwarfmistletoe was meant to be as factual and objective as
possible to describe the effects and management mplications of ths parasite. Given
that approximately 59% of the tentahvely suitable lodgepole pine acres are infected
with dwarf mistletoe and only 38% of the total acres have been determined to be
suitable and avadable for timber production, the presence of this parasite has not
been used as a jusbficahon for treatment.
Comment: Some commenters wanted the Forest Service to clarify how timber harvesting
can or w
ill be used to accomplish old growth objectives in the Plan.
Response. Usually timber harvest to benefit or speed up old growth stages is done by selectively
removing individual or groups of trees to meet the goals and guidelines, 116-122, in
Chapter 1, Secbon 2 of the Forest Plan.
Comment: Economic impact of regeneration practices needs to be factored into the cost of
timber sales.
Response. The financial efficiency analysis completed for the FEIS did consider the cost of
eskmated regeneration prachces programmakcally. The financial analysis completed
for each proposed timber sale project will consider the cost of regenerahon practices
in detad at the project level basis.
Comment: There should be a standard to require some slash to be redistributed back to
the cut areas.
Response Forest Plan forestwide standard #56 requires that snags and woody debris be retamed
in accordance with average minimums specified in Table 1.8, and forestwide
standard #65 requires that woody debris is retained on harvested or thmned sites
Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest Service should not increase the demand
for fuelwood.
Response The Forest Service nor the ARNF-PNG regulates or tries to regulate fuelwood
demand. The Forest offers fuelwood opportunities as an appropnate use. We will
conhnue this in the future. However, our records show a stable or downward trend of
this use. Opportunities to fulfill a modest increase in demand, should it develop, may
be possible if it accomplishes desired management objechves.
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Comment: Clarify why there are lands suitable and scheduled for timber harvest in
watersheds of concern.
Response Watersheds were categorized and identified as watersheds of concem, for a vanety of
reasons, (FEZS, Appendix B). Scheduled tlmber harvest, per se, does not adversely
impact a given watershed. Impacts are d e t e m e d at the project level and will
mclude analysis of all proposed actlvities including but not linuted to harvest umts,
road buddmg and reconstructlon, and any rehabibtatlon associated with the umber
sale as well as the reasons the part~cularwatershed was placed in that category
Forest wide standards, guidelines, and the Watershed Conservatlon Practices
Handbook insure overall protectlon of Forest watersheds

TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
Comment: Change management area prescriptions or boundaries to maintain or enhance
four wheel drive, OpV or other motorized opportunities. Do not reduce OHV
opportunities. Restrict or prohibit motorized vehicles from the backcountry,
riparian zones andlor wetlands. Reduce motorized use or recreation as a way
to limit environmental damage. Provide single track motorized trails. Keep
motorized and nonmotorized trails open. Close both nonmotorized and
motorized trails seasonally or permanently. Keep roads and road systems
open. Restrict motorized use to designated areas (15 listed). Consider a range
of alternatives for OHV use.
Restrict snowmobiles/winter motorized use to designated trails and routes.
Reduce snowmobiles in backcountry nonmotorized areas. Do not restrict
snowmobile use, provide more opportunities.
Response. The above comments all have a common thread that can be addressed together.
Hundreds of comments are actually paraphrased above, but the intent seems very
clear Interested pames want to enjoy their Natlonal Forests and Grassland for the
foreseeable future though they may disagree on whether they want to see an increase
or decrease of winter and/or summer specific travel activities on public lands Some
commenters expressed their concem in terms of the resource they wanted to protect
or the experience they wished to enjoy
The Forest Service is mandated by law to provide a broad range of recreatlon
opportunitles On the ARNF-PNG, t h s also includes all seasons of the year, both
motonzed and nonmotonzed, and a vanety of expenences. The Forests and
Grassland complied with this direction by takmg into account resource protectlon
needs, desired management objectlves, current uses and trends, public input and
preferred alternatlve that uniquely fits these lands The final land allocatlons
provides an appropnate nux of year-round, seasonal, motonzed, and nonmotonzed
opportunitles on the Forests and Grassland, based on the overall dlrection of that
alternative and analysis of effects to the resources A number of holistlc reviews
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were done by season and by mode, and in concert with resource information to
detemne this final mix. Quality and dwersity of expenence were also factors.
The demand for the diversity of travel opportunities on the AEWF-PNG has
increased so dramatically that mulh-modal designahons for travel will be common
However, this does not imply that all areas will provide all uses In considenng the
quality and uniqueness of the resources and recreation experiences it is intended that
capabilitles of the land will be matched with the uses and opportunities that best fit
(FELT, Chapter 3, Travel Management.)
It is not the intent of the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee
Nahonal Grassland to deny any user group or individual access to the public lands,
but rather to provide for the common objectlve of enjoyment of the Forests and
Grassland, through a rmx of access, product removal, recreation, solitude, and
resource protechon while maximzing long term net public benefits. The type of
access and season of use allowed in certain areas and travelways will be lirmted or
increased, as the case may be, in an attempt to meet the primary emphasis of the
selected altemahve and specific direction contained on the Forest PZun.
For specific modes, the Plan addresses user demand and resource concems through
allocahon strategies and spatial dstnbuhon In all management areas, pnonties of
resources and modes of travel have been clanfied. The strategic direction is the
result of careful consideration of the large amounts of pertment informatlon and
input. Special emphasis and concems are supported in these decisions The
strategies shown in each geographic area are integral in implementahon of all road
and trrul decisions in the future.
All modes of travel were analyzed based on expected usage, in the context of each
resource and opportumty. Through monitormg questlons included in the Revised
PZun, the effectlveness of desired travel strategies will be evaluated overt".
Comment: Do not legalize routes illegally used by OHV users. Maintain or leave open
rather than close or obliterate existing or historic four-wheel roads or O W
routes. The Forest Service must show why roadsltrails must be closed.
Response The Forest PZun does not make specific decisions about each travelway. It sets in
place the overall ARNF-PNG travel management strategy, from whch route by route
decisions are made as part of Plan implementahon The FEIS analyzes the effects of
all known travelways using this strategy, whether currently part of the "official
system" or not. In each geographic area (Forest Plan, Chapter 2), specific travel
strategies have been clanfied. These strategies did consider existing and hstonc
uses. Project level decision making (road by road, tral by trrul) will be guided by the
Revised Forest Plan travel strategies. At that time, changes in management to
exishng roads and trals, conversions to trals, addbon to the official transportation
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system or obliteranon of "ways" will be dete-ed.
During implementation of the
Plan, all newly created and unauthorized routes will be revegetated to repm resource
damage
Comment: Recommend elimination of impacted trails from recreation use maps.
Response This is a strategy to consider, however, by not mcluding these trals on a map, h s
creates an mpression that these trails do not exist as well as giving an incomplete
picture of the travel system avadable to all Forest users Impacted trads must be
dealt with individually to develop an appropriate management strategy and
mugahon measures
Comment: Recommend stricter enforcement of O W regulations and stiff fines for
violators. If motorized use of roads and trails cannot be properly patrolled and
regulations enforced, they should not be designated or opened. Need to increase
budget to enforce travel management regulations.
Response With compleoon of the Forest wide travel management strategy in the new Forest
Plan, project decisions can finally be made about existing travelways. Ths will lead
ulumately to the ARNF-PNG Travel Management Plan, mhcating all roads and
trals open to travel, by mode of use. Sigmng within the Forest and hsplaymg on
maps will communxate final decisions to the public. These steps are the key to
enforcement of regulahons for all user groups, because the public will be able to
clearly understand where specific modes of travel are permitted and where they are
prolubited Clanficahon of appropriate use will in many cases result in
"self-policing" and a number of groups have already offered to a d in user education
dunng unplementanon. Costs to manage a fully designated system will actually be
less for these same reasons. Withm the Plan analyses, levels of enforcement and
maintenance have been considered for planned budgets. A monitonng and
evaluahon item has been added as well to stay current on thls queshon
Comment: Retain all existing standards and guidelines especially those related to
motorized use. Check consistency of travel management in the 1984 Forest PZun
with the Revised Forest Plan.
Response The public has indicated a need to change the 1984 Forest Plan, including Its
standards and guidelines, to provide a better travel management strategy for the
future All exisnng pomons of the 1984 Plan have been reviewed and either
retamd, revised or hscarded as part of the Plan revision process (Forest Plan,
Chapter 1, Sections 1 and 2)
Comment: Manage mountain biking similar to other trail uses. Limit mountain bike use to
roads only. Limit motorized vehicles, including trail bikes to roads only.
Restrict O W use of single lane hiking trails. Keep ATV's off roads with motor
vehicles. Do not allow motor vehicles on single track trails.
Response In an attempt to provide memngful recreahon and a vanety of experiences for user
groups and plan for projected growth of specific uses, the Forests and Grassland
intends to contlnue to allow mountan bikes and motonzed vehcles on designated
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tra~lsSome trails will be reconstructed to more safely accommodate these uses or
mtigate resource concems. This would be directly dependent on available funding
and partnershp opportumties. The demand for travel opporhmhes on the Forests
and Grassland, and the limted number of roads and trails avadable to provide these
uses makes it hfficult to dedicate travelways to only single or very limted uses,
however, t h ~ sdoes occur in some areas based on local condihons Known conflicts
or safety issues are dealt with on a travelway by travelway basis.

Comment: Don't construct additional roads or trails.
Response. In the future, very few new roads and trads will actually be constructed However,
there remams a small need in some areas to construct new travelways as required for
resource extrachon achvities, access to private inholdmgs, and specific recreational
opportunities. Reconstruchon or relocation of exishng travelways wlll be preferred
to new construction when objectives can be met Project level NEPA will be
completed for these achvities
Comment: By the closure of roads in the preferred alternative the Revised Forest Plan
violates the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Rehabilitation Act.
Response The Revised Forest PZan emphasizes the mix of use and protechon for all interested
p m e s and considered a range of altematives to provide for it in varying degrees
Road and triul closures or restrictions are implemented for a variety of reasons and
are not intended to dscnmnate against the elderly or physically impared. Some
routes are closed to protect wildlife habitat dunng cnhcal penods, to protect soil and
water resources, or prevent excessive use. Others may remam open, and resource
concems mtigated, to emphasize specific uses in those areas. Neither Act
mandates the Forest Service provide access for the physically challenged on every
road, trad or acre withm its jurisdiction.
Comment: Develop a Forest-wide travel management plan. Develop a plan to reduce
conflicts between skiers and snowmobilers. Recommend a winter (snowmobile)
recreation use plan to permit more snowmobiling opportunities. Commenter
needs more qualitative information to evaluate alternatives.
Response. We agree. These comments are similar to the many we received m our momtonng
and evaluahon of the 1984 Forest Plan and the reason why this issue was identified
as having a "need to change" The Revised Forest Plan attempts to better &splay
the travel management strategy for the enhre Forests and Grassland for all uses,
though it will not make project level decisions. Those will require site specific
review and analyses, hered to the Revised PZun. Much effort was spent between
draft and final versions of the PZan to better define and display travel strategies,
including a presentahon of land use allocahons by mode of travel, and in a general
way the Forest considered user group conflicts.
The information shown in the draft was good and did represent the Objectives of each
altemative, but to clarify and a d in implementatlon, considerable effort was spent
between draft and final versions of the PZan to better define and &splay these "travel
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strategies”. This includes presentatlon of land use allocation by mode of travel in
chart form rather than narrative, fine-tuning of Geographic Area direction to resolve
potenhal user group conflicts in a general way, and lmproving our maps. (Forest
Plan, Chapter 2)
It is intended that by focusing on these strategies and clarificatlons, mplementatlon
will result in final travel management plans, by Ranger Distnct and Grassland.

Comment: Travel Management work being done for the Revised Plan is new and the public
has not had a chance to comment or review it.
Response Between the Draft and the Final, the Forest spent siguficant time clanfying
informatlon, maps and geographc area dxectlon. Comments received to the draft
were both specific and broad related to travel, many asked for new decisions but the
majority asked for the informatlon to be better &splayed or easier to follow. That
was the focus of the effort; review and consider comments, correct errors, and more
clearly state what is intended. The informauon being &splayed is not new at all,
though hopefully, it is easier to understand
Comment: Historic motorized use should continue in roadless areas as per RARE II
direction.
Response The direction in the RARE II EIS is no longer operational, because it was &recuon
that was designed to fill a gap until the first round of Forest Plans was completed.
(For the ARNF-PNG this was the 1984 Forest Plan.) The Forest Service has gone
beyond the RARE II EIS, in ume, in planmng, and in extensive public involvement
on contemporary roadless issues The RARE II EIS says we “may” contmue OHV
use, not that we must, and goes on to imply that once that first round of Forest Plans
was done, a process whch included analyses and &scussions about the future of
roadless areas, new management direction could be estabhhed
See response to comment about not allowing motonzed use in roadless areas in the
Inventoried Roadless Areas section of ~s document

Comment: How will the Forest manage additional roads when current funding does not
allow the existing travel system to be maintained?
Response The Forest identifies mamtenance prionties each year based on final budget from
Congress Proactive management of the travel system is as important as the actual
mantenance work done each year Many of the forest roads do not actually require
significant mamtenance when located properly, designed for expected levels and
types of use, or when managed by seasonal closures Partnershps with user groups
has become a significant way of maintrumng and sigmng roads and trails as well as
ading in educatlng and enforcing travel management objectives. The Forest may be
forced to make changes to its travel strategy when sigmficant budget reductions
occur or find new partners, however, the Revised Plan’s strategy has been designed
with consideration of expected budget levels In any strategy, additional seasonal or
permanent closures, as well as changes in acceptable modes of travel for specific
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routes, may be needed to protect heavily impacted resources or demonstrated
conflicts. The public will be involved in these decisions.

Comment: Plan needs to recognize and respond to the 1992 Monitoring and Evaluation
report, concerning the current and future travel system.
Response The changes incorporated into the Revised Plan recognize the need to better describe
and display how travel will be managed on the AFWF-PNG and more fully respond
to this issue. It also recogmzes and responds to other monitonng results (Planning
Actlon 1) that have been received. This includes a holistlc approach to travel modes
and uses, consideratlon of the capacity and uniqueness of areas to accommodate
vanous lunds of travel, better maps and descnpbon of the travel strategy, and key
items to be monitored and evaluated in the future Each of these components are
expected to lead, ultimately, to better implementation of the PZan in the future.

WATER
Comment: The Plan needs to address how the Forest will work to preserve or increase
water supply through the development of scientific information, collaboration
with state agencies and partnerships with landowners to meet long term
strategic direction.
Response The Forest Service will continue in it's efforts to provide research on the effects of
vegetation management on water yield. Much of the seminal research on t h s topic
has been performed at the Fraser Expenmental Forest, located on t h s Forest One of
the goals for water resources, in Chapter Two of the Forest Plan, dlrects us to
cooperate with the State and with local users in protecting water supplies.
Timber harvest, though reduced from the 1984 Forest PZan will continue to increase
water yield from treated stands. See the water yield analysis in the FEIS, Chapter
Three, Aquatlc and Ripanan Resources sectlon. Water nghts established and
managed through the State will contlnue to be recognized. P e m t s and easements
needed to exercise these water nghts will be authonzed and mantaned consistent
with law and Forest Plan directlon

Comment: Some commenters felt that the Forest PZun needs to recognize the primary
water supply purpose for which the National Forests were originally
established. Water supply must be recognized as a primary use of the National
Forest System lands.
Response: Water onsnating from the Forest, as documented in the Organic Act of 1897
establishng Natlonal Forests, will continue to be one of the most important uses
considered in managing the Arapaho and Roosevelt Natlonal Forests and Pawnee
National Grassland Natlonal Forest System lands are managed to standards whch
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provide for mmcipal and domestic water supply needs. The FEZS, pages 92-93,
further defines the legal requirements the Forest is expected to meet in providmg
quality water for water supplies.

Comment: The Forest should clearly identify those watersheds needing protection for
domestic water supplies. Municipal watersheds should he protected. The
Revised Plan should show the future usefenlargement of municipal raw water
supply.
Response: We recognize the role in providmg water quality and quantlty from Forest
watersheds It is assumed that all water coming off the ARNF-PNG is or could
eventually be used in domestlc water supplies We cannot pre&ct the extent or
tlmng of future water development on the Forest, other than to expect that it will
occur Development of water supply is dnven by factors other than Forest
Management objectlves. Such development will be considered as it is proposed.
The 1996 amendments to the Safe Drinkmg Water Act direct the States to identlfy
source areas for public water supplies. Public water supplies are those that serve at
least 25 people or 15 connectlons (42 U.S.C. 3000 Most of the watersheds on the
Arapaho-Roosevelt Natlonal Forests qualify as source areas. The Forest Service will
soon be working with the State to positlvely identify all source-area watersheds.
The Safe Drinkmg Water Act does not require source areas to deliver water of
potable quality with no need for treatment In fact, waters in pnstme areas usually
need treatment due to natural waterbome parasites such as giardia.
The Watershed Conservatlon Practices (WCP) Handbook (FSH 2509.25) contains
standards and design cntena to protect water quality in compliance with the Clean
Water Act If these WCPs are properly applied, pollutant dehvery to streams and
lakes should be minimzed. Any waters or aquatlc sites that have been degraded
should begin to recover. Our goal is to ensure that the physical, chemcal, and
biological integnty of waters in all watersheds wlll be sufficient to provide a safe
source for domestic and municipal supply.

Comment: Identify sites for dam construction.
Response Dam construchon is allowed in all management areas (MAS)except those where it is
specifically prohibited (Wildemess MAS 1 1, 1 2, Wild and Scenic fivers MA 1 5,
Research Natural Areas 2.2, etc) The Forest will respond to State and local requests
for dam construction on a site specific project proposal in all areas except the above
areas where it is inconsistent with the management Objectives
Comment: The documents need to analyze the effect of vegetation and snow management
on streamflow and water production.
Response The FEZS does analyze the effects of vegetatlon management (timber harvest,
wildfire, and prescnbed fire) on water yield. See FEZS, Chapter Three, Aquatlc and
Izlpanan Resource Section Tree removal through tlmber harvest, prescnbed or
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natural fire, or through the effects of insects and disease does increase on site water
avadability and can lead to increased streamflow.
Snow management other than timber harvest has limited potential to increase
streamflow without significant cost. Vegetation management has a greater potential
to increase water yield than snow management and the cost to taxpayers is
significantly less. In addihon to the cost, many of the locations on the Forest whch
are suitable for snow management, those with high snowfall, long windward fetches,
and few trees, are located in wildemess areas, where such structures are prohbited.
Comment: Some commenters stated the need to analyze the effect of vegetation and snow
management on TES species and habitat. An inconsistency is noted between
the Forest Service attempt to maintain streamflow through bypass flows and
endangered species conditions imposed on holders of special use authorizations,
on the one hand, and the agency's resistance to enhancing (or even maintaining)
water yield through timber and snow management.
Response See the comment above regardmg the effects of vegetahon management and snow
management on water yield.
Whde it is possible that increased flows resulting from increased water yield may
benefit threatened and endangered species along the central Platte fiver in Nebraska,
it is unlikely because there is currently no legal mechanism to protect those flows
from the headwaters to the central Platte f i v e r It is hghly llkely that much of the
flow would be diverted at one of the many intervening water &versions in Colorado
or Nebraska. While the cumulative effect of all water uses in the Platte Basin may
contnbute to depletions which have put the endangered species at risk, the most
effective way to reduce the nsk may not be by increasing the flow at the headwaters.
Both the US.Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the State of Colorado
apparently recognize thls &lemma. In recent land use authonzations for water
supply facilibes on the Forest the USFWS, in order to avoid jeopardy to endangered
species, required the payment of funds which could be used to improve habitat or
purchase water closer to the central Platte River rather than the bypass of water from
the facilities A briefing report on the Platte fiver endangered species program
agreement between the States of Colorado, Nebraska and Wyoming and the
Department of Intenor ((2010. Dept of Nat. Resources, 1997) discusses the
regulabon and re-regulation of water from several downstream reservoirs and storage
projects but does not &scuss the possibility of increasing flows from the headwaters
through vegetahon management
Comment: The D E B and draft Forest Plan documents confuse the Forest Service
authority to regulate the use of water in the State of Colorado. This confusion
is illustrated by the description of special use permits for water facilities as
"water use permits". The Forest Service has no authority to permit water use,
or regulate the use of water in the State of Colorado.
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Response: The reference to “water use permits” has been corrected The Forest Service does
have authority to permit occupancy of National Forest System lands for any h n d of
structure or facihty includmg those used for water &version, transmission and
storage The Forest recognizes the State of Colorado’sjuns&cbon over water
adrmmstration and use while authorizing land use p e m t s that fulfill mandates in all
laws affecting Nahonal Forests.
Comment: The Forest should be managed to maximize water yield.
Response Maximzing water y e l d is not a prionty for programs and investments on the Forest
Maximzing water y e l d was considered but eliminated from detaded altemahve
consideration FEIS altemahves represents dfferent rmxes of uses that meet
biologic, physical, social and economc needs of the Front Range area and the
ARNF-PNG.
Comment: Several commenters requested that the Forest Service classify all watersheds
with existing facilities as being managed to increase water yield objectives
under the 9B Prescription. The Revised Forest P h n should retain and utilize the
Management Prescription 9B (Water Yield). Commenters take issue with
statements in the DEIS that the 9B prescription has not had strong support.
Response. The water yield management prescnption was allocated in the 1984 Forest Plan and
was considered for the PZm revision but was dropped from further consideration for
several reasons. First, in light of increasing concerns regardmg biodiversity and
ecosystem health, the Forest has decided to reduce the emphasis on water yield
management Second, at the hme the I984 PZun was wntten, it was believed that
only some silvicultural practices would increase water yield, specifically small patch
clearcuts or clearcuts that were relatively narrow with respect to the p r e v a h g
winds. However, more recent research mdcates that nearly all timber harvest,
including small and large clearcuts and vanous part~alharvest methods can increase
water yield. Therefore, we beheve that is more prachcal to unplement water yield
increases through the regular hmber harvest program than through special
management prescriphons.
Comment: What are the criteria for bypass flows, how are they determined, and how are
they applied.
Response The cntena and application of bypass flow are hscussed in the FEIS, Chapter Three,
Aquatic and Ripanan Resources section These cntena cover existmg and new water
facilities
Comment: The Plan needs to protect/preserve water yields from existing water
rights/facilities?
Response See the above comments on protechon of water yields and streamflow associated
with exishng water nghts/facilities
Comment: Comments on the Water Conservation Practices (WCP) Handbook include that
there was limited opportunity to review and concerns that the WCPs must be in
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the Forest Plan to be enforceable. Many commenters said protection measures
for soil, water, and riparian resources were too vague; that there were major
omissions; and that by relying on the draft Watershed Conservation Practices
(WCP) Handbook, direction was not binding.
Response: The final Forest PZan has incoqorated as goals, standards and guidehnes all Regionwide Watershed Conservatlon Practices (WCPs) as standard hrection to protect sod,
aquatic, and nparian systems from all land-dsturbig actions (Chapter 1, Sechon 1,
# 3 through #24). These Forest Plan goals, standards and guidelines cannot be
changed except through PZan amendment or revision.
The Forest Service Regional Office mailed a draft Watershed Conservatlon Prachces
Handbook to 60 extemal interests in September 1995 for review and comments
Nineteen of these interests returned comments by December 1995. After responding
to comments and reworkmg the document, the WCP Handbook was adopted as an
official handbook on Dec 26,1996 and as such is part of the Forest Service
directives system. (FSH 2509.25). In adhtion, the draft Forest PZan on page 3
explained that the Handbook was out for public review and descnbed how to get a
copy for those interested in reviewing the entire document. Therefore, sufficient
time was available for public review between the draft and fiial Revised Forest PZan
The WCPs include 16 standards and 69 design critena These management
requirements were developed over several years with input from Federal and State
agencies and public interests. They are standards and guidelines that exceed State
Best Management Practices (BMPs), and are designed to cover all Forest Service
achvities. They are backed up by research and field expenence.

Comment: Recommend reintroduction of beaver to enhance watershed management.
Response: The Forest could use beaver reintroduchon as a watershed management tool by
workmg with Colorado Division of Wildlife Currently, we have no specific plans to
do so.
Comment: Discrepancies exist between the draft Forest Plan, the DEZS and the Watershed
Conservation Practices Handbook.
Response: To eliminate any hscrepancies, the final Forest PZan and FEIS rely on the
Watershed Conservation Practices handbook as dmctlon. The WCP Handbook was
the basis for practices applied in detemning effects in the FEIS
Comment: The PZan should provide aquatic habitat standards.
Response We believe that standards provided by law, Forest Service directlves, the Watershed
Conservation Practices, and additional standards and guidelines are sufficient to
protect aquatlc resources at the programmatlc, Forest Plan level. Additional
protecuon measures may be implemented at the project level if site specific analysis
indicates a need.
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Comment: The draft Plan standards and guidelines for water quality a r e not acceptable.
Response- Requirements in the Clean Water Act and the regional Watershed Conservahon
Prachce Handbook are adequate to protect water quality when implementing the
Forest Plan. Some goals have been added beyond law and WCP Handbook
reqwements in Chapter 1, Section 1 and standards in Chapter 1, Sechon 2, Water
Resources of the Forest Plan. Adhtional protection measures may be implemented
at the project level if site specific analysis indxates a need.
Comment: Terminology for hydrology and fisheries needs to be defined to allow clear
understanding by individuals and interests outside the Forest Service.
Response: The aquahc and nparian resources sechons of the PZan and FEIS have been ehted in
an attempt to add clarity We hope t h ~ helps
s
to clear up confusion over temnology
Comment: Identification of land suitable and scheduled for timber harvest in watersheds
of concern should be reconsidered.
Response: Insufficient information is avalable from a coarse filter assessment such as the
watershed assessment to preclude considerahon of any management activity.
However, informatlon gained from the assessment does serve as an alert Achvihes
planned in high nsk watersheds may be subject to mohficahons such as imposition
of further protechon measures or reduction in scope of the activity, based upon
site-specific analysis.
Comment: How will the Forest Plan,and recommended actions contained in the Forest
Plan be affected by changes in the Watershed Conservation Practices
Handbook?
Response. Because of the extensive review and revisions which the Watershed Conservation
Practices Handbook has undergone, it is anticipated that the standards in the
Handbook will remam quite stable The design criteria, whch are on-the-ground
practices used to achieve the standards, will be subject to penodx review. Because
the Handbook is part of the Forest Service duectives system, it is incorporated by
reference into the Forest Plan Any changes in the Handbook will therefore be
incorporated into the Plan.
Comment: How will grazing be managed to ensure compliance with the Clean Water Act.
Continued grazing would not be appropriate in watersheds with degraded
riparian areas or where Greenback cutthroat trout exist.
Response. Applicahon of practices in the Watershed Conservahon Prachces Handbook assures
grazing will be managed withm requirements of the Clean Water Act. Allotment by
allotment assessments have been scheduled beginning in 1996 to detemune
suitability of inhvidual allotments for grazing in assoclanon with n p a n d w a t e r
quality needs. Assessments of site specific impacts to TES species are part of these
assessments.
Comment: Acknowledge legal agreements that recognize municipal watersheds (e.g., Silver
Lake).
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Response: Legal agreements contained in other documents are not affected by this document
Special use p e r " wdl, as soon as practicable, be brought into compliance with the
Duection contained in the Forest Plan.

Comment: The documents need to defiie what constitutes watershed and stream health.
Response: Appenhx B of the FEIS, watershed assessment methods, for a descriphon of
watershed condition classes.
A menu of stream health matnces is used to assess stream health These matnces
focus on bed, bank, and water quality factors. If only one matrix is out of balance,
then stream health is judged to be impacted. The Forest Service regional office is
developing a standard method that descnbes how these matnces should be used to
rate stream health.

Comment: What are the criteria for, where is the location of reference streams mentioned
on page 117 of the DEIS?
Response. We are only begimng to identify reference streams for the Forest. Because of ths,
it was perhaps premature to hscuss them in the DEIS. However, we thought it
important to hscuss the concept that one of the best ways to idenhfj the extent of
stream impacts is to compare it to a stream with minimal disturbance which shares
the same physical charactenshcs
A menu of stream health matnces are used to assess both the reference and study
streams These matnces focus on bed, bank, and water quality factors. If only one
matrix is out of balance, then stream health is judged to be impacted The Region is
developing a standard method that descnbes how these metrics should be used to
rate stream health.

Comment: What is the priority for restoration of degraded watersheds?
Response: Pnontles for restorahon of degraded watersheds depend on the local needs and
Congressional funhng pnonhes Inventories of stream and riparian condihon are
now being completed. Once inventories are completed and analyzed, management
action can be priontized and scheduled for treatment
Comment: Recreational use, timber harvest, grazing and W i g will cause water quality
problems for domestic and municipal water supplies.
Response: The 1996 amendments to the Safe Dnnlung Water Act direct States to idenhfy
source areas for public water supplies. Public water supplies are those that serve at
least 25 people or 15 connections (42 U.S.C. 3000. Most of the watersheds on the
Arapaho-Roosevelt Nahonal Forests qualify as source areas. The Forest Service will
soon be worlung with the State to positlvely identify all source-area watersheds.
The Safe Drinlung Water Act does not require source areas to deliver water of
potable quality with no need for treatment In fact, waters in prishne areas often
need treatment due to natural waterbome parasites such as giardia.
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The Watershed Conservation Practlces (WCP) Handbook (FSH 2509.25) contams
standards and design criteria to protect water quality in comphance with the Clean
Water Act If these WCPs are properly apphed, pollutant dehvery to streams and
lakes should be mimmzed Any waters or aquauc sites that have been degraded
should begin to recover. Additional protecbon measures may be implemented at the
project level if site specific analysis indxates a need Our goal is to ensure that the
physical, chemical, and biological integnty of waters in all watersheds will be
sufficient to provide a safe source for domesbc and mumcipal supply.
We also recogmze that some problems wlll contlnue to occur, despite our best
efforts Aci&ty and metals pollution, a legacy of past m u n g will conbnue to occur
on some stleams and can only be cleaned up at great expense. There will also be
tlmes when watershed conservatlon measures are not applied or are not completely
effecbve. The Forest does not have sufficient staff or fundmg to prevent all such
occurrences. When we become aware of such problems, we will work with domestx
users and municipal providers to correct them.

Comment: The 1984 Forest Pbn for the A m - P N G acknowledges that at least 240,000
acre-feet of additional water may be produced from management of ARNF
lands.
Response The I984 Forest PZan does state that water yeld from the Forest could be mcreased
by 240,000 acre feet without degradmg water quality (p. II-80). However, this was
not stated as a goal Rather, it was a theoretlcal construct of the water and sedum"
yield model used to predict effects of the vegetation management program proposed
by the Forest Plan. The model predicted existing, proposed and threshold water
yields for each watershed on the Forest. The 'threshold' yield was the point where
the model predicted major increases in the rate of sediment producbon when water
yields exceeded that amount. The 240,000 acre foot figure was calculated by
subtractlng the threshold yield from the existlng yield for each watershed, and
s u m n g that amount for all watersheds on the Forest. It &d not account for any
other constramts, such as provisions for sustamable umber producbon or viable
wildlife habitat (Dave Rosgen, former ARNF Forest Hydrologist, personal
communication, 11/16/97)
Water yield analysis prepared for the Revised Forest Plan and FEIS indicates that
clearcuttlng produces an average of 0.912 acre feet of water per acre harvested In
order to produce 240,000 acre feet of water through timber harvest, approximately
219,000 acres on the Forest would need to be kept in a clearcut con&bon The acres
which are suited and available for timber harvest for each altemative considered in
the FEZS are as follows: Altematlve A-365,301, Altematlve B-188,000,
Alternative C-334,357; Alternative E-43,113; Altematlve H-21,353, and
Alternative 1-310,574 Of the altematives, only altematives A, C, and I even
provide enough area whch could be clearcut. And, NFMA only allows clearcuttlng
where it is the optimal method of harvest, therefore, mantiumng ths amount of
acreage in a clearcut condition would most llkely not satisfy the mandate of the law
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Comment: The Forest has been and is proposed to be managed in a manner which has
increased forest density and decreased the quantity of water produced.
Response We believe that the density of forest vegetabon has increased throughout this
century The pnmary cause seems to be from successful fire suppression, rather than
from lack of tmber harvest. Nevertheless, allowable sale quantities have declined
over the near term, from 30 rmllion board feet (MMBF) in the 1984 PZun to 6.7
MMBF in the Revised Forest PZan. It should be noted that the planned use of
prescribed fire to treat vegetabon has increased substanbally in the Revised PZan.
The 1984 Forest PZan estimates that at the end of the fifty year planning cycle
(1981-2030), water yield would have increased by 23,000 acre-feet per year. For the
Revised Forest PZan, the combined effects of bmber harvest and fire should produce
an increase in water yield of 9050 acre-feet per year at the end of the fifty year
planning cycle

AIR QUALITY
Comment: Monitor effects of snowmobiles on air quality.
Response: Activitles such as snowmobiling have low air quality impacts on the Forest. These
effects are considered local and temporary. The snowmobile activities whch take
place on the Forest occur in areas with no h g h pollution penods or non-attainment
status (FEIS, Chapter 3, Effects on Au from DevelopedMotorized Recreation)

BUDGET
Comment: Several comments were received on how the budget affects Forests and
Grassland work. Some comments requested that realistic funding levels and
the impact of budget cuts be discussed or displayed. Other commenters wanted
to know whether land allocation decisions, such as intermix, could result in
additional funds to address management concerns. Some people suggested that
additional funding be provided for monitoring and evaluation to measure
environmental effects, particularly on wildlife. Another suggestion was to
display the cost of preparing the Foresf Plan and the loss of dollars for ongoing
management activities.
Response. A strong effort was made to estimate realistic budget levels and the impacts of
hfferent budget levels Supplemental tables in the Plan and FEIS display different
budget levels and the type and amounts of activibes and outputs for each one These
eshmates were used to set the objecbves contained in Chapter 1 of the PZan. The
difference between the type and amounts of acbvities and outputs is the impact of
budget changes whether they are positive or negative. The FEIS discusses two
budget levels for all altemabves; an "expenenced" budget level (approximately 13.5
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million dollars) and a "full implementahon" budget level (approximately 19.5 to 20
mllion dollars). Although we submit budget requests based on projections of yearly
needs, which considers Forest Plan duecbon, these needs are not the same every
year It is also important to realize that the Forest Service does not control what
allocabons are ultimately received. Congress controls all Federal budgets and the
agency must implement what is funded
Land allocation decisions do not have much effect on the overall budget. Some
allocahons such as the amount of acres in Wildemess or Wild and Scemc Rivers do
influence the budget for those areas but do not seem to influence the overall budget
amount. The complexity and cost of management associated with intemngled land
ownership pattems is bemg recognized and has a little influence on budget amounts
but it is not a major factor.
Monitoring and evaluabon achvities such as inventories, interdmiphnary analysis,
habitat trends, and assessments were included in the budget for all altemahves
Monitoring and evaluation activities are also more hghtly linked to the goals and
objectives in Chapter 1 of the Foresf Plan.
The amount spent on revising the Forest Plan was not included in any of the
Revised Forest Plan documents because the focus of these documents is on the
future and the estimated costs of implemenbng the Plan. If anyone is interested, they
can work with our planning staff to receive t h ~ sinformabon

DOGS
Comment: The Drafi Forest Phn contained direction in MA 1.1-Wilderness that required
90 percent compliance with dogs on leash requirements within five years or else
dogs would be prohibited in wilderness areas. Many commenters said that dogs
should not be banned in wilderness for many reasons. Some commenters
supported prohibiting dogs if they were not kept leashed. Other commenters
suggested that dog restrictions be adjusted to fit situations or conditions of
specific trails.
Response The direcbon presented in the draft Plan to prohibit dogs in wildemess if 90 percent
compliance with leash requirements was not acheved was dropped for the final
Plan Requirements to keep dogs on leashes are already in place in some areas and
can be added for other areas using existing regulahons where needed Forests and
Grassland staff members will be workmg with orgamzahons and volunteer groups to
get voluntary compliance with leash laws so that these areas are mantamed in a
wildemess condition and provide desirable expenences for visitors
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FIRE
Comment: Commenters stated the Forest needed a fuel management, fire control and fire
suppression plan. Others recommended review of a fire detection system with
inclusion of forest lookouts as part of system and would l i e to see an
assessment of forest fire detection capability.
Response: The yearly updated Fire Management Plan describes current fire management actions
in support of Forest Plan duection Variable fire danger conhtions on the Front
Range has supported an aenal detectlon system along with ground patrollsuppression
resources, responsive to fire danger and ignihon potential Ths review (assessment)
is contained in the Natlonal Fire Management Analysis System planmng and
budgeting process. Deadman Tower, west of Red Feather Lakes, is the sole
remaming lookout tower on the Forest. It is staffed dunng the most of the fire
season by volunteers for the purpose of fire detectlon and pubhc information. When
not staffed by volunteers it will be staffed on an as needed basis for fire detection
purposes. The percent of fires by size class would indicate that the detection system
currently used is relatively effectlve. Sixty-nine percent of the fires are dmovered
and suppressed at 1/4 acre or less, 94 percent at less than 10 acres, and 97 percent at
less than 100 acres. It is not economically feasible or logstically possible to
implement a detection system that would lead to the immehate control of all
unplanned ignitions all the tlme under all weather conhtions.
Comment: Commenters recommended that prescribed burns not occur near
intermix/developed areas and that Landowners in intermix should assume
responsibility for fire prevention, noxious weed control.
Response Structural fire protection is the responsibility of State and local governments; the
operatlonal role of the ARNF-PNG in the wildlandurban i n t e m x is wildland
firefighting, hazard fuels reduction, cooperative preventlon and educatlon, and
technical assistance The Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy & Program
Review (12/18/95) identlfies protectlon priontles as (1) human life and (2) property
and natural/cultural resource. Relative values to be protected, commensurate with
fire management costs, will determine priorities between property and
natural/cultural resources. Current analysis is t h g place on the Forest to determine
responsibilities (who and how) for protectlon in the wildlandurban i n t e m x
The treatment of hazardous fuels in the wildlandurban inter" areas is a h g h
pnority Prescribed buming is only one tool that will be considered as a treatment
option in those areas. It will be used only when the nsks can be successfully
nutigated
Comment: Commenters suggested using prescribed fire to improve wildlife habitat quality
and quantity and to reduce fuel loading. They also suggested increasing
prescribed burns to reduce fuels and enhance vegetation diversity. They
suggested the Forest reintroduce fire as a vegetation management tool in
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir ecotypes. Commenters wanted clarification
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how fire will be used to enhance forest health. Some wanted the Forest to allow
natural wildfires to burn in wilderness and to reintroduce fire to maintain a
diversity of high elevation wilderness areas.
Response The Forest PZan recogmzes the need to implement an aggressive prescnbed fire
program. On-going analyses will identlfy specific sites where fire will be used to
mantam ecosystem health and integnty, and where fire will be used to provide
protectlon to developments The Forest Plan identifies the use of pre-settlement fire
regimes as a baseline to establish prescnbed fire program strategy. Monitonng and
evaluation wlll d e t e m e appropnate vanatlons in pre-settlement fire regime
frequency, seventy, extent, and seasonal@ Where feasible in
wildemesshackcountry areas prescnbed natural fires (hghmng ignitlons) will be
used to achieve and mantam deslred condmons. The Fire Management Actlon Plan
identlfies the current year’s prescnbed fire program

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Comment: What is effect of Minute Man Missiles and associated hazardous materials on
Pawnee National Grassland.
Response The existence of the ten Mmute Man missile installations on the Pawnee National
Grassland is a matter of national defense and policy set at a level much hgher and
broader than the scope of t h ~ Plan
s
revision These fenced sites are under the strict
secunty and control of the U S AII Force The safety controls for all hazardous
matenals associated with the operatlon of the installatlons is also the responsibility
of the U.S. Air Force

HERITAGE RESOURCES
Comment: Identify heritage resources eligible for the National Register before eliminating
“travelways”.
Response Consideration of hentage resources is part of all decision making, and more
specifically, ground dsturbing activities such as constructlon or obliteration. Sites
found potentially eligible for the Natlonal Register will be identified and protected
until the full evaluatlon is completed.

LANDS AND SPECIAL USES
Comment: Recommend land acquisitions to consolidate ownership and enhance
management, including intermix. Do not dispose of existing Forest Service
lands. Acquire existing isolated mining claims where possible. Acquire private
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lands where roads negatively affect forest resources. Consolidate checkerboard
land pattern in Cherokee Park. Adopt land ownership adjustment plan to
support reservoir enlargement/pipelie operation.
Response The Forest wide duection (Forest Plan, Chapter 1) provides the goals and objectives
for the multiple use pnorities for the Forest. The Forests and Grassland intends to
utilize the land ownershp adjustment strategies described in each geographc area in
Chapter 2 of the Plan (rather than identify a specific strategy for each parcel) to
create the optlmum ownershp pattern needed to meet these overall management
objectives. This information also provides direction and needed flexibility to use a
mix of acquisihon, exchange, and d~sposalmethods to meet these needs whde
allowing for the uncertamty of future staffing and budgets, willing sellers, and
specific adjustment opportunities
Comment: Granting Right-of-way (ROW) permits should be a priority. Would like a
status assessment of viability of recreation residences.
Response. The ARNF-PNG strategy in each of these areas is to mirror national policies,
prionhes and dxection. Under the preferred alterative, ROW was given emphasis in
Chapter 1, Sectlon 2, Admnistration of Rights-of-way of the Revised Forest PZan.
Comment: Need to check for consistencykompatibility with the Routt/Med Bow;
Coordinate with the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forests on utility corridors.
Conflicting standards for utility corridors would/could impact or close many
existing corridors. Designate (City of Boulder) water supply facilities as
existing utility corridors. Clarify what is meant about "non-expandable" for
currently designated utility corridors. Are Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
(ROS) classifications necessary for existing utility corridors. The utility
corridor prescription should be a component of the affected environment.
Response: A coordmation meehng was held to check and resolve consistency and compatibihty
issues with the Medicine Bow-ROUENahonal Forests.
Expansion and non-expansion of corridors are site specific decisions and not Forest
PZan decisions. Resource concems and duecuon will guide project level decisions
Adjacent area consistency was not clearly explamed in the draft The Management
Area 8.3 prescnptlon was reassessed and changed to state that it will be compahble
with the management area throughout which the corridor passes This resolves not
only ROS but Visual Quality Objectives and other resources conficts.
Water supplies were not considered corridors because they do not serve as
transcontinental facilities. They are relatively short distnbuhon utdihes rather than
systems that may need to cross the Forests or Grassland or connect to other nonForest facilities
Utility comdors were reviewed as part of the affected envuonment relative to
resources and use of the Forests and Grassland. New facllities will have an
adhtional review as site-specific NEPA will be required for indmdual projects
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LANDS AND SPECIAL USES: Outfitter and Guides
Comment: Maintain or decrease current level of outfitter and guide use. Maintain or
increase outfitter-guide use including increasing party size limit in Wilderness
to current Forest Plan level of 25.
Response The Revised Forest PZan dmcts a maximum party level of 25 in Wllderness unless
designated differently as a result of the Limts of Acceptable Change (LAC) process
Through the LAC, each Wilderness area will be analyzed to consider umque features
or situatlons which may result 111 a decrease from 25. The factors whch may lead to
a decrease from the standard of 25 would include, increase in soil compaction, loss
of vegetatlon, decrease in water quality, increase in disturbance to wildlife, or
unacceptable mcrease in contacts with other humans
Outside of Wilderness areas, the level of outfitter-guide use is detemned by the
level of public demand for a particular service, the capacity of the area to support
vanous uses, the management area dxection and the goals and deslred conhhons of
the partxular geographic area. Each area is analyzed individually to detemne the
appropnateness of issuing outfitter and guide permits and, if so, at what level

Comment: Increase emphasis of outfitter-guides in planning documents.
Response Outfitter and guide permittmg allows a legtimate use of the Natlonal Forest The
presence and level of b s use is determined by site specific analysis as outlined in
the LAC and/or NEPA processes This use will be further addressed in the
Recreatlon and Adrmnistrative sectlons of the Forest wide Directlon (Forest Plan,
Chapter 1) and in the Dispersed Recreatlon (43) and in the Wilderness (1 1)
Management Area directlon (Forest Plan, Chapter 3.)
Comment: Recommend that the Forest increase its emphasis on outfitter-guides to better
serve the recreating public.
Response. The level pemtting outfitter-guides will be determined by public demand for a
particular service (detemned by public comment and geographc area goals)
Where a new demand is identified and as Forest budget allows, a canylng capacity
study will be conducted to determine the appropnate level of use by perrmtted
outfitters

GENERAL PLANNING PROCESS
Comment: Livestock grazing should have been a revision topic.
Response Livestock grazing was onginally a revision topic However, as the issue was
analyzed in more detail, it did not appear that any major changes were going to be
made to the 1984 PZan directlon on rangelands or livestock grazing Based on this, it
was moved from the list of major revision topics to the list of mnor revision topics
(See the Analysis of the Management Situatlon; June 1993 in the p l w n g records)
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However, rangelands and livestock grazmg were fully analyzed and management
directlon was updated to meet current needs.

Comment: Some people were concerned that politics might influence the decision process
for the Plan.
Response As part of the executlve branch of government, the Forest Service tries to cany out
its mission of canng for the land and serving people withm the guidelines it is given
by the Adnunistration and the Congress The Forest Service also tnes to work with
other agencies and local and state governments within ~s same framework. The
natural resources the Forest Service manages are highly valued and the issues
associated with them are often extremely controversial. As a part of government,
politlcs form part of the decision space within which the agency must operate along
with technology, the resources, public desres, laws, and others While politics are a
part of the decision making process, it is only one factor that is considered when
trying to make a decision about the Revised Forest PZan
Comment: Many multiple-use activities are restricted in the draft (and final) Forest PZan
that are allowed by law.
Response Part of the purpose of the PZan is to detemne how and where actlvities should take
place given resource charactenstlcs and management objechves for an area.
Restrictions are put in place for a number of reasons including protecting or
maintaining ecosystem health, ensuring public safety, protechng places of interest, or
others W h l e the Forest Interdsciplinary Team has tned to minimze restrictions, it
is important that restrictlons are put in place when they are needed.
Comment: Some commenters wanted a minimum impact strategy to be established.
Response: The goal or strategy of the Forest Service is not to simply mnimze impacts. The
agency is responsible for takmg actions to care for the land and provide goods and
services to the American pubhc. In some cases, the actlons that are taken are for
mimmizmg or reducing current or potential future environmental impacts However,
some actions are taken to provide goods and services that can cause impacts. In
many cases, the agency tnes to mnimize the impacts whle providmg these goods
and services but that is not required nor is it deslrable in some instances. Part of the
purpose of the Forest PZan is to establish management reqwements to protect the
environment and the Revised PZan has a large number of standards and guidehnes for
that purpose Although a "mum
impact strategy is not being established,
management requirements are being established to protect the envlronment and
ensure the health of the ARNF-PNG ecosystems.
Comment: Several letters questioned whether the Revised Plan and FEZS should conform
to or adopt the 1995 Resources Planning Act (RPA) Assessment goals which has
not been approved.
Response The references to the 1995 RPA goals were removed from the final Revzsed PZan and
FEIS
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Comment: Commenters wrote that the management area prescriptions and Forest wide
standards and guidelines contain significant changes from the 1984 Forest Plan
and there has not been an adequate opportunity to comment on them,
particularly since they are part of a Regional Menu of Management Area
Prescriptions and Standards and Guidelines. There were also concerns that the
impacts of these changes were not analyzed.
Response The management area prescnptlons and Forest wide standards and guidelines have
changed from the 1984 Forest Plan and have evolved constantly since the Forests
and Grassland officially began the revision process in July, 1990. There have also
been numerous opportumtles since 1990 to comment on the prescnphons and
standards and guidelines that are being used m the final Plan and FEIS. The
opportunity to comment on the draft Plan and D E B was the latest opportunity and
many commenters made suggeshons for changes that were evaluated and resulted in
some modifications Some other opportumtles to comment included open houses
and field tnps in 1994, numerous newsletters invitlng people to call or write with
questlons or comments, the abihty to comment on a prelimnary list of standards and
guidelines in 1992, working groups m 1990, and the ongoing opportunity to work
with Forests and Grassland dunng the process. Several of the current management
area prescnptions are either a dmct result or thelr content was heavily influenced by
public comments and suggestions including
MA 1 41 - Core Habitats Existlng,
MA 1 42 - Core Habitats - Restoratlon;
MA 3.21 - Limted Use Areas,
MA 3.55 - Comdors Connechng Core Areas,
MA 5.13 -Forest Products;
MA 5.5 - Forest Products and Dispersed Recreatlon; and
MA 7 1 - Natlonal Forest-Residentml Intemx
In additlon, many smaller changes to the prescnptions and standards and guidelines
resulted from the comments received during the revision process.
In July 1993, the Forest Service Regional Office and the revision forests (Arapaho
Roosevelt and Pawnee, Black Hills, RIOGrande, and Routt) agreed to a more
standardized menu for management area prescnptlons and Forest wide standards and
guidelines to provide increased consistency between units The management area
prescnptions menu resulted In standardized numbenng scheme and titles with a
corresponding theme that descnbed the overall emphasis or pnonty for that
management area. Forests had the flexibility to wnte addmonal goals and deslred
condition statements and add standards and guidelines to meet local needs and
address public concems. Only a few changes resulted from implementlng this menu
to the ARNF-PNG management area prescnptlons The public comments the
ARNF-PNG received prior to that hme were camed forward because of the
flexibility given to the Forests There have been several changes since 1993
including a major reordenng of the numbers but the prescriphons stlll retam many of
the ideas and suggestions received from the public.
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The Forestwide standards and guidelines were handled very similarly to the
management area prescriptions. Resource. specialists met to consolidate the efforts
of each of the revision forests, ensure consistent wording, and eliminate duplication
with laws, regulations, and the Forest Service Directive System (Manuals and
Handbooks) Most of the standards and guidelines the ARW-PNG developed were
in the Regional Menu unless they duplicated other legal or agency direchon. The
Forests and Grassland staff was also able to make changes and add new standards
and guidelines to this Menu based on comments by the public or new identified
needs by managers.
The Regional Menu of Prescriptions and Standards and Guidelines was developed
not to exclude the public, but to provide a level of consistency (for increased public
understandmg) between Forests and Regions, and to provide a starting point for
Forest Plan revision. The public is invited to comment on the standards and
guidelines, but through the National Envlronmental Policy Act process of the Forest
PZun revision itself. The Menu of Standards and Guidelines and Management Area
Prescnptions is continuously changing based on public comments and the other
needs of the individual Forest Plan revisions in the Rocky Mountam Region. It is an
evolving Menu and public comment contributes to its development and ongoing
updates.
The impacts of addmg new management area prescnptions is not from addmg them
to a Menu but in applying them to particular areas on the Forests and Grassland. The
impacts of these land use allocations were analyzed for each altemative, includmg
the impacts of management activities and other uses that are most likely to occur, at
a programmatic level.
We believe that the public has had many opportunihes to comment on the
management area prescnptions and Forest wide standards and guidelines since the
revision process started Whlle it may appear that a Regional Menu impedes the
ability of the public to influence or comment on these items, those people interested
in the ARNF-PNG revision process have helped detemne what prescnptions and
standards and guidelines appear in the menu and the contents of that duechon. The
impacts of implementing that management direction has also been analyzed through
the analysis of effects for each alternative. The management area prescnptions and
Forest wide standards and guidelines included in the ARNF-PNG final PZan and
FEIS are the result of a process of public parkipahon and involvement and
interdisciplinary team review by Forest and Regional specialists that began when the
revision process formally started in 1990.

Comment: The Forest Service should conduct an economic efficiency analysis to determine
the cost of impacts on forest flora, fauna and soils.
Response An economc efficiency analysis was prepared for each altemative (see FEE,
Chapter 3, Social and Economic Elements and FEIS Supplemental Tables). All
pertinent budget costs were included. Some costs (or impacts) of forest management
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are not quantifiable, and must be described qualitatively. Such limits to quantltatlve
analysis are generally recognized by analysts and Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) regulatlons. Descnptive analysis is used throughout the FEIS where it is
appropnate, and can be found in Chapter 3 for flora (biological elements), fauna
(terrestnal habitat and wlldlife), and soils. The decision critenon of "net public
benefit" requlres the decision-maker to collechvely consider all quantitative and
qualitatwe informatlon before rendenng a decision

ALTERNATIVES
Comment: Several comments were made about the "no action" alternative, identified as
Altemative A in the DEIS and FEIS. One comment was that the "no action''
alternative should be more like or exactly like the 1984 Forest PZun because the
current method of analyzing the no action alternative is not legally correct.
Another comment was that Alternative A is not a "no action" alternative
because of the changes to management area allocations, standards and
guidelines, and Plan outputs.
Response: We actually considered two "no achon" altematives during the revision process. The
ID team found that it was not possible to develop a single "no action" altematlve that
matched both the management dnectlon and the estunated levels of goods and
services in the 1984 Forest Plan One "no actlon" Altemative that matched the
output levels of the 1984 Plan was considered but dropped from detaled study
because other altematlves demonstrate or other analysis work was available to
understand the consequences of acbeving the goods and services. Altematlve A, a
second "no action" altematlve considered in detal in the DEIS and FEIS was
developed to match the management directlon of the 1984 Plan as closely as possible
but reflects new data and informatlon compared with that avalable in 1984 For
these reasons, we believe that we properly considered a "no action" altemauve in the
DEIS and FEIS as required by NEPA and to provide a reasoned choice to the
decision-maker and to &sclose informatlon to the public. (See also FEIS, Chapter 2Descnphon and Companson of Altematlves: General Descnptlon of Alternatives
and Altematlves Considered and Eliminated)
Comment: Several comments stressed the need to examine a sufficient range of alternatives
to promote a reasoned choice or that the range of alternatives examined was not
adequate.
Response The Forest developed and analyzed an adequate range of altematlves whch
responded in different ways to the revision topics developed dunng public scoping
Ten altematlves were considered dunng the revision process Four altematives were
considered but elirmnated from further detaled study Six altematlves were
analyzed in detal The altematives considered provide varying output levels, effects
levels, different pattems (allocatlons) of management areas, and respond d~fferently
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to the major revision topics and issues The altematives were all reviewed and
updated, if necessary, using the comments received from the public and any
adhtional data available since the completion of the D E S . (See also Chapter 2-Descnptlon and Comparison of Altematlves: General Description of Altematives
and Altematlves Considered and Elimnated)

Comment: Many comments were received by people supporting or advocating selection of
different alternatives, particularly Alternatives A, B, E, €5, and I.
Response We appreciate the tune that people spent looking through the documents gathering
the informatlon to make their own decisions. The responsible official has gone
through the same process to make a selection of a preferred altematlve and the
altemative to implement. When people suggested that we select or that they
preferred a certain altemahve we reviewed the reasons they gave for that preference
or selection. We tned to use those reasons to make adjustments to the altematives,
including the preferred altematlve, whenever possible.

EFFECTS ANALYSIS
Comment: Commenters wrote that the D E B did not disclose cumulative effects as
required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
Response. The DEIS and FEIS (Chapter 3) do include cumulatlve effects as required by NEPA.
Sections discuss past, present and reasonably foreseeable actlons based on the best
informatlon avalable and estimates by resource specialists. The purpose of the
effects analysis is to provide enough information for the decision-maker to make an
informed decision based on the scope and the programmatx nature of the Forest
Plan The detad of the analysis 111 the FEIS is of sufficient detal to meet the
requirements of the decision-maker.
Comment: A Plan implementation schedule is necessary to meet the cumulative impacts
analysis requirement.
Response. Activity, use, and output levels were estimated for program areas on the ARNF-PNG
(see Revised Forest Plan and FEIS Supplemental Tables). These figures are
estimates of annual activities and Forests and Grassland use for the first decade, and
in some cases, the fifth decade The figures in these tables are an estimated schedule
of Plan implementation and they were used to determine cumulative impacts
Some commenters were specifically concemed about the hmber sale implementation
schedule. The Revised Plan and FEIS do meet the requirements for a hmber sale
implementation schedule. 36 CFR 219.16 states that the selected forest management
altemative includes a sale schedule whch provides the allowable sale quantity. T h s
statement is refernng to sale schedule as defined in 36 CFR 219 3, whch states,
"Base sale schedule. A tlmber sale schedule formulated on the basis that the quantity
of hmber planned for sale and harvest for any future decade is equal to or greater
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than the planned sale and harvest for the preceding decade, and this planned sale and
harvest for any decade is not greater than the long-term sustained yield capacity."
Therefore, a "sale schedule" per 36 CFX 219.6 is referring to the projected level of
m b e r harvest over time (of which ASQ represents the harvest in the first decade). It
is not refemng to a hstmg of specific tlmber sales to be offered
The Nahonal Forest Management Act does not specifically require that sale
schedules be part of a forest plan, and neither does the Forest Service Dlrechve
System. The pomons of the Dlrechve system (FSH 1922.15, paragraphs (6) and (8))
that addressed sale schedules, were rescmded in the Federal Register on August 14,
1996 However, we do produce sale schedules as part of our normal Plan
implementahon process, and one is avrulable from the ARNF-PNG headquarters

PLANNING PROCESS DOES NOT MEET LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
Comment: Some comments stated that the planning process used by the AFWF-PNG does
not conform to the planning regulations. The reasons commenters gave
included: (1) Local and state governments were not involved in the planning
process and that regional and national issues were not considered; (2) the
ARNF-PNG has not maintained the multiple use mission required by NFMA
and other laws; (3) timber management and suitability were-improperly
considered contrary to the regulations.
Response The ARNF-PNG has followed the NFMA regulations m conductmg the planning
process The public and local and state govemments have been consulted and their
concems evaluated and considered m the development and analysis of the draft and
final Forest Plan and FEIS However, issues were not always resolved as
recommended by the public and the vanous state and local governments that were
involved in the process. T h s is because the Forest Service has tned to balance the
concems from a variety of interests and develop a plan that provides for sustruning
forest and grassland ecosystems whle providmg for desired uses and outputs Local
and state agencies and the public often do not agree with each other so the Forest
Service is forced to make the best choice it can with the informahon avadable Other
sections of FEIS, Appendix A descnbe the process in more detiul and lists many of
the people and agencies contacted
Regional and Nahonal issues are also considered in the documents Issues of
biological dwersity, water yield, hmber suitability, aquabc and npanan health are
just a few examples of Regional and Nahonal issues that were evaluated in the
course of this process. The ID team went through several analysis processes to
detemne the overall scope and sigmficant issues to be analyzed in depth (Notes
The planmng record contam many documents and letters documenhng t h ~ process
Summary of Public and Internal Comments, Planmng Action No 1: Identification of
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Purpose and Need, Planning Achon No. 2: Planning Cnteria, and Analysis of the
Management Situation are formal documents that summarize the overall process
used )
The Revised PZun does provide for multiple use The proposed action (Altemahve
B) balances the need for maintamng viable and sustrunable ecosystems and the
desire of people to use the forest for recreation, obtam forest products, mine, extract
oil and gas, and graze livestock. The other altematives also provide for multiple use
but result in different amounts of these uses.
Timber management and suitabihty were analyzed according to the regulations
Since the 1984 PZun, all lands on the ARNF have been evaluated for timber
suitability and they were reviewed during the Plan revision analysis. The timber
resource land suitabllity stages described in the planning regulations were followed.
Appendix B of the FEIS contams the results of this analysis.

MONITORJNG AND EVALUATION
Comment: Plan objectives must be stated and then implemented. More monitoring is
needed for these set goals and objectives.
Response We agree the momtonng and evaluahon chapter (Forest Plan, Chapter 4 ) was not
sufficient and not tied to measurable goals and objectwes. Forest wide Dlrechon
(Chapter 1 of the Revised PZun) was revised extensively by idenhfjmg the pnority
goals and associated objechves Once this task was completed, the monitoring and
evaluatlon chapter was revised by adding a section on legally requred monitoring
item and updahng the list of momtonng queshons. The list of momtonng quesaons
were linked more closely to the goals and objectives in Chapter 1.
Comment: Monitoring and evaluation strategy should be more detailed. The current
approach is weak. The current chapter does not provide suffcient guarantee
that monitoring activities will take place or be able to monitor the effectiveness
of standards and guidelines or the validity of Forest Plan assumptions.
Response We agree that monitonng and evaluation is very important but believe that the
monitonng and evaluation chapter is detruled enough to provide adequate monitonng
and evaluahon. Monitonng needs vary year-to-year and so do the budgets we
receive We feel it is important to have some flexibility to adapt to changing
circumstances and that it IS inefficient to develop a highly detailed momtoring
strategy that is likely to change each year. An overly specific monitonng and
evaluation chapter is mappropriate for a programmahc document Although the
sechon on monitoring features was updated, it was removed from the Plan
appendices and placed in the planning records for thls reason
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What specifically gets monitored each year will be a funchon of the issues facing the
ARNF-PNG based on mput from the public, the annual work planning process, and
the budget provided by Congress. The ARNF-PNG staff is committed to
implemenhng the strategy. We are likewise comnutted to worlung with interested
mdwiduals, groups; local, state, and other Federal agencies; and local, state, and
Federal government representahves to ensure the comnutment is met and that an
appropnate focus on cnhcal needs is maintamed.

Comment: Several specific suggestions were made for additions or improvements to the
monitoring and evaluation chapter. The suggestions were to ensure that air
quality, noxious weeds and intermix issues were included.
Response: The monitonng and evaluation specifically has momtonng queshons duected at a r
quality goals and objectlves. Intermix is not specifically menhoned but many issues
important to intemxed lands are listed includmg: E g h Fire Hazard, Recreatlon,
Travel Management, Boundary Management, and others Noxlous weeds are not
specifically menhoned but are part of Forest Vegetahon issues.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS
Comment: The public commented on inadequate opportunities to provide input to the
draft Forest Plan and DEIS. A concern was also expressed that there was a
lack of involvement by local people and local counties in the planning process.
Response. The public involvement process is explained in more d e t d in the FEIS Appendlx A
The pubhc was involved from the beginning of the revlsion of the Forest Plan The
first forum was held 111 May, 1990. In September of 1990 local, state and federal
officials were contacted to make written comments to assist with the scoping efforts
Special interest groups and the scientific community were also contacted dunng thls
hme Newsletters were sent penodically and documents like the Analysis of
Management Situauon and draft Forest wide standards and guidelines were maled
for public comment, review or information. Thls process was ongoing dunng the
development of issues and revision topics The results from thls involvement were
that two alternatives developed by public groups were incorporated into the analysis,
management area prescnphons were added, and many other changes to a variety of
documents were made
Dunng the eighteen months before the D E B and draft Forest Plun were issued, there
were numerous open houses and field trips, newsletters were maled to those
expressing interest, indwidual meehngs were held, letters were answered and the
media was used to involve more people. Federal congressional representatives, State
and County govemment officials, State and County agencies and other Federal
agencies were specifically contacted about the release of the draft Plan and DEIS
Follow-up meetlngs were held if deslred by the individual or the group
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Several meetmgs were held between draft and final PZans. A meetmg was held for
the travel management issue and one for the timber management and timber
suitability issue so we could discuss the comments we received and whether they
were being interpreted correctly. We also l a d out our ideas on processes to address
the issues raised. A newsletter was maled summanzing the comments we received
Forests and Grassland staff have also attended a vanety of meetings or discussed
questions or concerns on the phone or in person with individuals, groups, or
govemment officials many times since the draft was released
T h s is just a short summary of some of the opportuniues avadable for people to be
involved in the R a n revision process We have kept the process open and listened to
the concems that people have raised. Although we have not been able to sat&
everyone's request, then comments and concems were evaluated and considered in
the process. The final results of this Foresr PZan revision process are greatly
improved because of the amount of involvement and the changes that resulted from
public involvement.

Comment: Use partnerships, cooperative agreements, volunteers, and other methods to
deal with complex issues, reduced budgets, reduced staffing and other concerns.
Response The Forests and Grassland are currently utilizing partnerships, volunteers, and
cooperative agreements in many management aspects and wdl continue to do so We
expect that their use will continue to increase as Plan implementation begins. We
strongly agree with this comment (see Revised Forest Plan, Chapter 1).
Comment: The ARNF-PNG must offer an open public dialogue between the end of the
comment period and the find decision.
Response. We believe that the monitoring and evaluation strategy in Chapter Four of the
Revzsed PZan provides the best solution to this concern. Some commenters
suggested that a Supplemental DEIS and Revzsed PZan is needed because they
believe that parts of the documentation were insufficient Others wanted to
informally review the changes made between Draft and Final documents so there
was an opportunity to make final adjustments before a Record of Decision was
approved. However, another formal or informal review period further lengthens an
already long and costly process. The changes made between Draft and Final are a
direct result of internal and extemal comments on and are within the scope of the
draft PZan and FEIS. By using the momtoring and evaluation strategy, concerns
about PZan management dxectlon can be reviewed and updated if needed without
delaying implementation on other parts of the PZan any further We are f d y
c o m t t e d to the Monitoring and evaluaaon strategy and thmk it provides a good
opportunity to address t h ~ concern
s
without delaying the process further.
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STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
Comment: One set of comments dealt with the effectiveness of Forest wide standards and
guidelines. One group of commenters said that more restrictive standards and
guidelines were needed and that they were weakened from the 1984 Forest Plan.
One specific suggestion was to change many of the guidelines to standards.
Another group felt they were too specific and should be loosened up. Concerns
were also expressed that the standards and guidelines were ambiguous and
were left too open to interpretation possibly causing some serious unintended
environmental impacts.
Response Trying to acheve an effectlve set of Forest wide standards and guidelines has been
one of the most tlme consurmng parts of the revision process. The &fficulty has
been to develop dnection that does not styrme forest management because it is too
overly controlling to be implemented or is too loose to be effective or meaningful
We feel that the standards and guidelines III the final Forest PZan are withm t h ~ s
effectlve range and set the appropriate amount of strategc management dnectlon. ID
team members from the ARhFPNG, other Forests completlng revisions, and the
Regional Office worked hard to write these standards and guidelmes clearly to avoid
ambiguity and unintended environmental impacts so they could be implemented
effectively However, while it is important to wnte clearly and unambiguously, there
needs to be some room for flexibility and interpretation by line officers and project
ID team members so that standards and guidelines can be apphed in many situatlons
involving a vanety of actlvities over hundreds of thousands of acres
Pubhc review and comment have also been a part of t l u s effort. The Forests and
Grassland have received suggestlons for standards and guidelines penodically
throughout the revision process. Public and scientlfic workmg groups provided ideas
in 1990 We published a draft set of Forest wide standards and guidelines in
October, 1992 that many people reviewed and commented on. The ideas from these
comments were part of the input that ARNF-PNG team members contributed to the
development of the Regional Menu of Forest wide Standards and Guidelines We
also received many suggestlons, both general and specific, on the draft PZan released
in January, 1996 Generally, the set of standards and guidelines was reviewed one
final time for appropnateness and effechveness between the draft and final Forest
Plans Specifically, each individual comment about a standard or guideline was
considered and, when appropnate, changes were made to improve the clanty or
quality of the standards and guidelines
Standards and guidelines have been an area of major concern throughout the revision
process We believe that the standards and guidelines in the final Forest Plan
provide the proper balance between being too loose to be meaningful and too tlght to
be overly restncbve T h s set of standards and guidelines is a result of many years of
work by Forest and Regional ID team members and line officers Further, the set is a
logical result of the comments and suggestlons from many interested people from the
public and the natural resource expertlse of forest managers and ID team members
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Comment: How will potentially retroactive standards and guidelines be applied to existing
special use permits.
Response Generally, it is not necessary to apply the Revised Plan's standards and guidelines
retroactively, and NFMA does not specifically require revision of pre-exishng
occupancy and use authorizahons. The law generally does not favor retroactive
applicatlon of new rules. The responsible official has the discrehon under the
Nahonal Forest Management Act (NFMA) to decide whether or not to apply the
standards and guidelines retroachvely However, there may be occasions, on a caseby-case basis, when it is desirable to modify pre-existing authonzations if they are
not consistent with newly established standards, including the standards and
guidelines in the Revised PZan.
Comment: Standards and guidelines are needed to insure that legal obligations will be met.
Also, standards and guidelines should have specific references to their source
(Code of Federal Regulations or Forest Service Policy) and an explanation as to
why the standard is necessary.
Response We have tried to elimnate standards or guidelines that duplicate our Manual and
Handbook system, policy, the Code of Federal Regulahons, and laws. All of these
types of dxecbon and policy already apply to the ARNF-PNG, thus duplication of
this dlrection as standards and guidelines is unnecessary and redundant. As a result,
there are few standards and guidelines that come directly from the Code of Federal
Regulahons or Forest Service Policy. Sometunes it is desirable to add additional
detad or direction to our Directive System. In those cases, we could note the related
reference as part of the description of the standard or guideline, but thls is not
necessary In many standards and guidelines, there is no one pmcular Dlrectlve
System rule, law or policy that drove the creahon of the standard or guideline.
Attempts to create a list of related direction would be tlme consuming and not
particularly productive.
We try to avoid having standards and guidelines conflict with other dxection If you
are interested in a particular standard or guideline, however, we can work with you to
provide related references or clanficahon about how and why it was developed The
Regional Office, rather than the Forest Supervisor's Office, might be your best help
here. Regarding an explanahon of why each standard or guideline is necessary, it
vanes with the issue, resource, and the Forest. We believe that in the vast majority
of cases, the reasons for the development of a Particular standard or guideline are self
evident But, agam, if you have questions about a particular piece of dlrechon or
standard or guideline, we will be glad to work with you In thls case, the staff of the
ARNF-PNG are your best source of informahon
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RANGE
Comment: Close grazing allotments where significant ecological and resource damage or
unsatisfactory condition occurs.
Response We believe grazing is an appropnate use of the National Forests and Grassland,
though not everywhere. Resource damage or unsahsfactory conhhon may or may
not be reasons to e l m n a t e grazmg in a part~cularallotment Forest wide standards
and guidelines are in place to protect resources and site specific analysis will
detemne any needed correchve achons, wbch may include closing the allotment
The Forest is currently in year three of a 15 year schedule to examme all achve
allotments on the ARNF-PNG Site specific analysis will occur at that particular
tune

Comment: Close all vacant grazing allotments. Do not close current vacant grazing
allotments (maintain ranching lifestyle).
Response: We are proposing to close 75 vacant allotments in the Forest Plan. Thls action is
proposed because 61 of these allotments have been vacant from 20 to 40 years. The
trend for grazing in downward on the Forest, mainly due to ranchers selling or
developing property for subdwisions and increased recreation use. Analysis was
completed in the FEIS to determine suitabihty and capability for rangelands Ths
analysis detemned which allotments were capable and suitable for grazmg. The 75
allotments to be closed were determmed to be not suitable for grazing (See FEIS,
Appendix B, section called Range Capabhty and Suitability for Livestock Grazing)
Reasons for closing include, allotments with very little capable lands on the NFS
lands, subdwisions withm the allotments, intemx of federal and pnvate land, or
where grazing was not compatible with area objechves. We are also proposing to
leave 5 1 allotments open for grazing Site specific analysis will be done on these
allotments over the next 12 year penod to detemne and adjustments will be made at
that time
Comment: Eliminate all grazing; Reduce grazing levels; Maintain existing levels or
increase grazing.
Response Various actions relating to grazing levels were analyzed in the FEIS We believe
grazing to be an appropnate use on the ARNF-PNG and have proposed a balanced
viewpoint and grazing level in the Forest Plan. We are also implemenhng a long
term schedule to analyze affects on a site specific allotment level We are now in
year 3 of the schedule and will have completed analysis of 14 allotments by the end
of the 3 year penod
Comment: Utilize scientific evidence to resolve conflicts between grazing and other uses.
Response We use many tools in makmg decisions, scienhfic evidence is one of them On an
urban forest such as the ARNF-PNG decisions must also take into account the
human hmension equal to the scienhfic Many decisions come down to trade-offs
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and are a mix of social, pohtlcal and scientific base input. We may not be clear
when we make these trade offs and when a decision is more social or politically
s
based We continue to improve in our communication with the public in t h ~ respect

Comment: Need to determine condition of 57,700 acres on the Pawnee National Grassland.
Response: These 57,700 acres were listed in an undetermined status with respect to nesting and
cover habitat for the Mountam Plover. (The entire 57,700 acres is currently being
grazed by cattle.) The Mountain plover is a candidate species to be listed as
threatened or endangered and the complete habitat needs of the bird are not
completely known. The 57,700 acres in undetermined status is a result of an EIS
completed, in March 1994, for the Mountain Plover Management Strategy on the
Pawnee National Grassland. Research has been continuing since 1994 to d e t e m n e
the bird’s habitat requirements. As a result of t h ~ research,
s
43,735 acres has been
detemned to be suitable Mt Plover habitat leaving 13,965 still in an undetemned
status. The EIS for the mountam plover is available for review at the Pawnee
National Grassland office.
Comment: Use rotational grazing system.
Response: We use a variety of grazmg systems on the Forests and Grasslands. Site specific
analysis helps us d e t e m e what systems to use. The long term schedule will
detemne t h ~ analysis
s
Comment: Qualify the role of economics in rangeland management.
Response The jobs and income generated from grazing is discussed in Chapter 3, Social and
Economc Elements Envlronment, range management sectlon of the FEIS.

SCENICMSUAL RESOURCES
Comment: Visual quality/Scenery management objectives need better explanation.
Response The Forests and Grassland system is wholly based on the Natlonal system
Adltlonal informatlon and detal can be found in the U.S Department of
Agnculture #462, Natlonal Forest Landscape Management, Volume 2, Visual
Management System which is avadable in most Forest Service offices. Key
dlrectlon is found in the geographic and management area narratives.
Comment: Explain the effect of Front Range air quality on Forest visual quality.
Response A Forest goal (Forest PZuan, Chapter 1, Section 2, Part 1: Physical Resources, An) is
to protect the Forests and Grassland ecosystems from unacceptable on-Forest air
pollution- caused impacts, including particulates whxh impact visual quality.
However, the impacts due to off-Forest m quality is outside the junsdictlon of the
ARNF-PNG. Our obligation is to work with the State and/or Counties to identify
potential on- and off-Forest impacts based on our monitoring of the Air Quality
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Related Values (see FEZS, Chapter 3, A r ) anywhere on the Forests or Grassland,
includmg the wilderness areas.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
Comment: Change management areas to reflect the nature of small mountain communities.
Response Our response must be a general one since the comment is general in nature Some
local commumhes, homeowner associahons, and county government agencies and
representatwes have worked with the Forests and Grassland dunng the revision so
thelr interests were considered in the Plan. District staff members, who were largely
responsible for the management area allocahons, were very familiar with local
commumty needs d u n g the allocaaon process. They also reviewed and made
changes to management areas in response to comments on two different occasions
We believe that the final Revised Plan is sensihve to the needs of the many small
communihes in and around the ARNF-PNG. If specific problems develop, there is
also an opportunity to further review management areas and make amendments to
the Forest Plan.
Comment: Extractive uses should pay full market value for forest resources.
Response Fees for using or extractmg forest resources are established in many ways using
processes that are beyond the scope of the Forest Plan Revzsion. Most fees
schedules or biddmg processes are established at the nahonal or regional level
People interested in thls topic are welcome to contact Forests and Grassland staff
members for further information.
Comment: Economic values should be determined for non-market and non-use values to
allow comparison with commodity production.
Response Analyzing economc efficiency is approached systemahcally to allow meaningful
cornpanson of alternahves Detemmng economc values for non-market or non-use
values is done by the Forest Service Regional Office and provided to the Forests and
Grassland in an internal memo Using these values, an economc efficiency analysis
was prepared for each alternative This economc efficiency analysis included all
pertinent financial returns (actual money p a d to the U.S Treasury) and economc
benefits from non-market or non-use values to the extent they were quanfifiable
(see FEZS, Chapter 3 Social and Economc Elements and FEZS Supplemental
Tables )
Comment: Several comments were received about relating the Forest Hun to local social
and economic needs and the impacts that the Plan may have on counties. One
specific concern was how grazing fit into the impact assessment.
Response The social and economc impacts to counhes and areas influenced by Forests and
Grassland activities were estimated (see FEZS, Chapter 3: Social and Economc
Elements) T h s analysis looks at the social and economc charactenshcs withm the
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area of influence and how they might change based on changes in population,
income, employment: and payments to local governments. Grazing was considered
as part of this analysis along with other uses such as recreahon, timber, oil and gas,
and others. Refer to the discussion in the FEIS Chapter 3 and FEIS Appendix B for
detals about the results and the process used.

SOILS
Comment: Clarify the contradictions regarding the 85 percent rule especially concern the
travelway system of roads and trails.
Response The travelway system, itself, is not considered part of the evaluation for the 85
percent rule However, if the travelways are not designed and maintamed, they can
cause offsite concems that may exceed the 85 percent rule. At the project level
mitigauon measures will be implemented to m i n h z e soils impacts due to
construction, reconstruction or recreation use on roads and trals.

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS
Comment: Recommend designating new or expanding existing Wild and Scenic River
areas, including North St. Vrain, Rock and Cabin Creeks, and North Fork of
the Cache la Poudre River.
Response. Our altematives provide a range of Wild and Scenic River designation optlons. The
Record of Decision recommends the North Fork of the Cache la Poudre Rwer for
inclusion in the Wild and Scemc Rwers system but does not recommend the North
St Vran nor Rock and Cabin Creeks for such designation.
Comment: Do not recommend any additional Wild and Scenic River designation.
Response Our altematives provide a range of Wild and Scemc Rwer designation ophons,
including no recommended Wild and Scemc River designahon The Record of
Decision recommends the North Fork of the Cache la Poudre River for inclusion in
the Wild and Scenic fivers system but does not recommend the North St. Vram nor
Rock and Cabin Creeks for such designahon.
Comment: We disagree that the North St. Vrain, Rock and Cabin Creeks are well enough
protected by RNA designations. These areas are "suitable" for protection and
should be recommended to permanently preserve these values.
Response We believe RNA designation provides greater protechon to the values of the North
St. Vran, Rock and Cabin Creeks than Wild and Scenic Rwer designation The goal
of an RNA is to preserve and maintain biological dwersity with mnimal human
intervenhon or disturbance.
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Comment: O n Page 28-30 of the draft Plan,there is no prescription for scenic rivers.
Though none are designated currently on the ARNF-PNG and none are
proposed, there still should be a scenic river prescription in case any rivers are
later proposed for this designation.
Response: Any rivers proposed and designated in the future for Scenic River classification will
be amended to the Revised Plan This would mclude the prescnphon descriphon and
a map showing the actual management area allocabon We do not beheve a
descnphon of a management area not allocated on the Forests or Grassland belongs
in the Plan
Comment: On page 45, #10 of the draft Plan reads "Prohibit development of utility
corridors or sites within designated wild river segment". This statement needs
to be deleted since the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act does not prohibit
development of utility corridors or sites within designated wild river segment.
FSH 1909.12 says utilities should be discouraged but allowed when no
reasonable alternative exists. At the minimum, this needs to be a goal or a
guideline as a standard would be too restrictive. If retained, it needs
clarification and must state that where any designated utility corridor currently
crosses a Designated and Eligible Wild River segment, any additional facilities
added within the utility corridor are exempt from this goal or guideline.
Response The FSH reference is correct (FSH 1909 12, Chapter 8.2). We have eliminated t h ~
statement from Management Area-1.5 Designated and Eligible Wild fivers.
Comment: On page 45 of the draft Forest Plan,one of the standards for Designated and
Eligible Wild rivers is No. 9: "DOnot authorize new water development
projects." Also on page 364 of the DEZS it is stated that the entire North Fork
of the Poudre from its headwaters to Dale Creek would be recommended for
designation as a wild and recreational river in Alternatives ByE, and H. It
continues by stating "Designation would eliminate the opportunity for major
water-resource development projects over the entire 30 miles of corridors, and
place other constraints on management in the corridor." As noted on page 48,
Appendix D of the DEZS, "when Halligan Reservoir is expanded, its waters may
extend into the lower portion of the study area, in Segment 6." The City of Fort
Collins and the North Poudre Irrigation Company own a conditional storage
right which allows them to enIarge and store additional water in Halligan
Reservoir. The right to enlarge Halligan Reservoir to its conditional storage
capacity should not be precluded or affected by what is contained in the Forest
PZun. In fact, the lower part of Segment 6, which the Plan says will be
recommended to Congress as a wild river, lies outside the forest boundary, and
therefore, is not included in any management area. It i s inappropriate to make
recommendations in the Plan that may affect the storage and use of water
downstream and outside the forest boundaries.
Response We have rewntten the document so that this issue is cleared up In Appendix D of
the FEIS the descnptions and the map shows the recommended section of the North
Fork only extendmg as far east as the Roosevelt Natlonal Forest eastern boundary
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The mileage and acreage figures in the DEIS were calculated only to the Forest
Boundary and not Dale Creek and, therefore, remain the same in the FED.
Comment: The Nature Conservancy's Phantom Canyon Preserve and associated
conservation easements on adjacent private land in the North Fork drainage
should be considered in any studies and subsequent planning for wild and
scenic designation. The proposed Laramie Foothills preserve (in process with
possible GOCO funding) should also be considered in North Fork Wild and
Scenic designation.
Response The Forest Service will assist, advlse, and cooperate with any State agency,
landowners, private organization, or indwidual to plan, protect, and manage nver
resources as provided for in Sec 11@)(1))of the Wild and Scemc River Act Since a
majority of the North Fork of the Cache la Poudre Rver touches the National Forest,
the ARNF-PNG has the lead responsibility for studymg the mer. We chose the
lower portion of the river boundary to be at the National Forest boundary. T h ~ s
Forest is not making recommendations on pnvately or State owned lands
downstream of the Forest boundary.
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